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The Murray Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, March' 11'1917

Carter May
Dump Huge
Tenn-Tom
Waterway
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON •1 AP
The' carter
administration is vonsidering dumping
..34 more water projects -- - including the
huge Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway

Another of Murray State University's
earliest buildings is awaiting the
wrecker's ball tO pound it into history.
To be razed next week to make room
for a modern $5.5 million facility is the
University's 49-year-old, coal-burning
--heating plant. Started in 1927 and put
into service in 1928, it cost about $66,000.
It will become the second of the
, University's first buildings to be torn
down. The first, the old Training School
Building;also opened in 1928, was razed
in December. 1973.
.. For the past few weeks, a wrecking
crew from the What's Excavating Co.,
Paducah, has been dismantling and
removing the old plant's boilers,
steam pipes ana valves ana its massive
coal storage bins. Early next week they
will attack its sturdy masonry and
concrete with the wrecker's ball.
Basically a coal-burning facility, the
old plant originally was equipped with
. two horizontal Southern Pacific boilers
capable of developing 60 pounds of

steam pressure. From them poured
steam heat for all the major buildings
on the main campus for many years.
Scores of Murray State students
worked their way through college by
firing the boilers at the old plant,
manually feeding the augerea stokers
and raking cinders from the big fire
boxes. This practice 'of the use of
student labor was followed until 1950
1when a full-time crew was employed
and over-the-fire stokers installed
along with two new water-tubed boilers.
This increased the plant's steam
pressure capability to 100 pounds.
Consuming a ton of coal an hour on
the average, the old plant ran -afoul of
Environmental Protection Agency
regulations in recent years as its
billowing smoke drifted across the
campus and much of the Murray
community.
Its stokers were fed automatically by
gravity flow from a huge stora,gs bin
above, and at times as much as 3,200
tons of West Kentucky coal were piled

Murray High School advanced to the finals of the
regional tournament last night with a two-point victory
over Lone Oak. The Tigers will meet Paducah Tilghman
tonight in the regional final.- Sports editor Mike Brandon
has the story and photos in the sports section today.
Officials of the Division of Fisheries are adopting a wail
and see attitude about the possible effects of winter on
Kentucky Fish populations. The story is in the Outdoor
Lore section of today's issue.

cloudy and cool
fartly cloudy and cool tonight
and Sunday. Lows tonight in the
mid 40s. Highs Sunday in the
+ upper 50s. Southwesterly winds
dipiiiiishing from 25 miles an
.hour tonight. Rain chances 20 per
cent tonight.
Mostly dear Monday- and
• Tuesday. Chance of showers in
the west and veartly cloudy in the
-east on Wednesday. Highs will be
in the low to mid 60s oh lOonday,
‘gradually increasing to the mid'
60s and low 70s by Wednesday.
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according to a list of projects being
circulated Friday on Capitol Hill,
nsclosure of the new list conies a day
after the Senate voted to require the
administration to spend money on 19
water development projects Carter had
previousls. deleted fromThis budget. It
w as Carter's first legislative setback.
The - new list includes 38 projects
bilng constructed by the Army Corps of
Engineers but four of the projects had
been among the original 19.
All 38 were deemed by the administration to have failed an initial
economic screening. But a Corps
spokesman. who confirmed that copies
of the list were made available to House •
and Senate public works committees
this week,emphasized that "we haven't
completed the screening process."
"This is not .the final list," the •
spokesman said. He said the Screening
would be completed inn several weeks,
then public hearings held on The
proposed projects to be scrapped The
White House has said it will make a
final determination by mid-April of
what water 'projects it wants discontinued
The 38 projects on the new list were
an included because their remaining
costs were greater. than the economic
benefits that ,they would produce. the
Corps spokesman said, The list did not
touch On encirontrientaI probleihsa.ssoielated with the projects - another
criterion the administration is using to
WIND DAMAGE — Several reports of damagt bs high winds around midnight last
deride which cut's to scrap
night were
received this morning. This tool shed, owned by Loyd Cunningham, north of Kirksey,
In addition to Tennessee:Tombigbee;
was completely demolished by the winds. The 30 by 80 foot bailding was made of fnetal and
the folhiwing Corps projects were listed
poles, and
the loss was estimated at nearly $5,000. None of the equipment inside tit('shed was damaged,
as havingifakd this Ionia! econoithe
according to Cunningham. Another tool shed, owned by Edward Lee of the Palestine area, was
screening".
also blown away around midnight. The shed was of a similar construction, and the toss was
St. Francis Basini project in Ark. amid
Mo
estimated at $3,000.'
Village_ Creek. Jackson and -Staff Photo hv Oat id Riff
Lawrence Counties. Ark.: Das Creek,
Warm Springs, (*alit : San Diego
..LStinset • Cliffs
Calif . Four Riser
Basins. Fla
Fulton project. III.,
Kaskaskia Island Draousge and Levee
District, HE: Evansville project, Ind.;
Assouri River Levee system, Iowa,
Kansas. Mo. and Neb.:. Kansas City
A live professional presentation of the
Produced .by Philip Mr r
a • IlS2 moddo
'ation project. Kan.
...ever-popular *'
. Snow White and Her
nationall-known
magician
and
Towanda Lake, Kan : Reelfoot lake,
Seven Magical Dwarfs". is scheduled
illusionist. the production is under the
for Thursday. March 17, in the West
direction of TV actor-direetor Gene . K •v • and Tenn. -Southwestern jef-- outside. During a normal heat:ng
terson County project, Ky.: Red River
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition ,
Johnson
season from 3,800 to 4,500 tons of al
Waterway. Mississippi River to
Center at Murray State University. ----The
case
brings
to
life
the traditional
would be burned in its fire boxes. the
Shreveport
. La.: Red River Waterway.
story
of Snow White and her adventures
highest being 4,800 tons, accordin..:
Scheduled to start at 730 p.m., the
Shreportt La. to Vic-iiPtv of Index. Ark.,
with the lovable ,dwarfs, her wicked
production is presented by the.World of
W:H. iTedi Crutcher, who has voTkol
Tallahala Creek Lake, Miss Pine
stepmother and a host of new
Fantasy Player's, a talented group of
at the plant since 1953 and its forenan
Ford
Lake, Mo.: Cattaraugus Harbor,
young actors and dancers now on.thfif ''''ellaracters, such as Freddie the held
for the past 12 years.
N. Y. fiurlowton Dam. N D.: Newark
Mouse.
Talking
the
Cuckoo
Clock, the
10th annual tour of the United States
All the major buildings on the 228onljeit.-01no: Applegate Lake, Ire
Funns Bunnies and others The show is
and Canada.
acre main campus, with exception of
Loss e r Columbia River Bank
coltTf
ully
costsuiied
and
blends a
Sparks Hall (the administration
piotection, Ore • Willamette lt,ver
This
year's cast ranges in age from 20
mixture of music, sings ariddances
building) and "Oakhurst," the
li:1•11! Itinik 1),
1 41.1•1.1{,fl, I hr
. Elk *reek
to a and conies from'all parts of the
with a bewildering and fascinating
president's home, have been heated
liar too .
.
or,
oect.
Pa
States.
series
United
The
of
magical illusions and special
players'
over the. 'years by steam generated
cooper
Chat It'St4.1i MOM
backgrounds range from professional
effects
r•
from its boilers.
:
training in summer stock and-repertory
Tickets are $'.! 90 each in advan, e
No steam lines, however, extended
('jar I .f k. Tr‘e,. c;t4-,•rAlljo• ptivrt,
companies. through college degrees in
at the door Alt au c ti kets 11K1
north of Chestnut Street, where the
It 1!,.it
11,
11.4 t. —frXiVs:
theater to that special training that
PilAt'd up at the Exposition Center.
University's residential complex is
VI:14 O. ,11111 Littli. No.
on. Texas.
comes
only from professional exloch is on the i'ollege Farm Road in
located, or east of North 14th Street
perience "on the road."
Buildings in those areas as well as
Sparks Hall and the president's home
have their own. heating and co.,iin:.;
systems.
The new central heating and coolln;
plant, ground forwhich was broken last
Sept. 22, will be fired by electricity .
natural gas and fuel oil. Basichlly
electrically-powered tacility, it wdl
have one gas-oil combination 131):ler
which can be changed from one sot:ft('
of energy to the other merely by the flip
of a switch. It • is 'programmed for
completion in December,1977.
It also will be equipped. with a
computerized stem for mon7,,r-Irri2
usage and demand for energy so that
the central plant can be operated at
peak efficiency while exercising efo.r.;y
conservation,whenever possible.
The new plant also has been desr:Jird
so all heating and cooling systems an
be tied into it once it is,completed and
when these individually-operated
systems are due for replacement.
A temporary building now houses the
electric, gas and fuel oil boilers whi,rh is
providing the campus -with -heating and
cooling until- the new plant is put, into
operation.
The replacement of the old plant.
acebrding to Dr., Thomas B. Hogan
camp, vice president for all
ministration and finance at Of.
University ..will pernit the institution tf,
OLD FRIENDS: In the background s the 49-year-old Murray State Unisersit
meet environmental regulations and:
heating plant w
i'hit h is-tyea1g razed to make
room for a new $5.5 million computerized heating and cooliqg
realize
savings, at a time when the
facility. W. fled)Cruit her ;,•o has worked at the old
plant since 1953 and who has been its foreman for the past 12 years, is in'theioregr
school's energy costs are apprOaching
oundt the' new xlant. to be powered
by electricity, .- atural gas and fuel oil, is scheduled for completio
El million per year.
n in December,1977.
.
.
•
it•

Ft
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Your Individual
Horoscope

CALECIDAR
Saturday, March 12
The Way We Were" party
--wilt -he hold at the Murray
ox p.m. with
Country Club
*Ws and s ".sdames Hunt
Alexander, A.
Smock, T
Simm,k-As, Fred Wells, Sam
HOusden, Ken Harrell, Ron
Christopher, and George
11ktey in charge.
.

Frances Drake

Monday, March 14
Robertson School PTA will "
meet at the school at seven
p.m.-With the program-by- theFourth Grade Chorus.

Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Street Center at twelve noon
with demonstration of Artex
painting by Dorothy Cook of
."Shopping Day" for senior interest to both men and
cAizens will be held. Call 753- women to follow luncheon.
9723 before 4:30 p.m. Friday
Hardin Senior Citizens will
for morning shopping at
have
a work day at the center
Central and downtown and
afternoon shopping at Bel Air from 9:30 a.m. to three p.m.
Tuesday, March 15
and downtown.
Martin's Chapel United
Natui es Secrets-, 'elose-ttp-- Methodist Churchwomen will
look at mysteries of nature in meet at seven p. m. at the
*a-color slide presentation will church.
be . at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes at two p.m.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
alt
-tiTtet--3t—the—tinme --of- Ruth
Poplar Spring Baptist Lassiter at seven p. in.
Church Women will present a
week of prayer program at
First United Methodist
5:30 p.m. at the church.
Church Women will hold a
work day for the bazaar at ten
- Mattie Bell Hays Circle of a. en. at the church.
Methodist
First United
Church Women will meet at
Murray Shrine Sewing
two p.m. in the senior youth Ladies group will meet at the
room of the church.
home of Betty Morris, 901
Johnny Robertson Road, at
- Land Between the Lakes ten a. m.
historian will direct a visit to
The Homeplace, 1850 living
Phebian Sunday School
history farm now under Class, First Baptist Church,
construction, at 2:30 p.m. wilimeet at the home of Mrs.
Persons will meet at Clyde Miller at seven p. m.
klomeplace entrance road.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
'Youth Day will be held at meet at the Dexter Center at
the Chestnut Grove AME 9:30 a. m.
Church at Hazel with a special
program at three p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
Good Shepherd United for senior citizens With
Methodist Church Women will devotion at 10:05 a. m., work
have a unit meeting at the on costumes, handwork, and
church at two p.m. for a study visiting at 10:30 a. m., sack
Qf the book of Mark.
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p. in.
Monday, March 14

FOR MONDAY,MARCH 14, tifin
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? TofincLaut what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

10 Commandments
For Husbands
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by Chicabo TNI:Ntne N V News Syn0 Inc

DEAR READERS: Last week I published my Ten Commandments for Wives. And now...

-

TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR HUSBANDS
I. Thou shalt put thy wife before thy mother, thy father,
thv daughter,-and thy -son,for sthr is- thy larking- corn'- pan ion.
2. Abuse not thy body either with excessive food. tobacco or drink, that thy days may be many and healthful
in the presence of thy loved ones.
3. Permit neither thy business, nor thy hobby, to make
of thee a stranger to thy children, for the precious
gift a man giveth his family is his time.
4. Forget not the virtue of cleanliness.
5. Slake not thy wife a beggar, but share willingly with
her thy worldly goods.
6. Forget not to say,"I love you." For even though thy
love be consiont.sithy wife doth learn to hear the
words.
7. Remember that the approval of thy wife is worth
more than the admiring glances of a hundred strangers. Cleave unto her and forsake all others.
it. Keep the. hotne in good repair, for out of it cometh the
joy of thy old age.
9. F'orgive with grace, for who among us does not need
to he forgiSen?
10. Honor the Lord thy God all the days of thy Life, and
thy children will rise up and call thee blessed.

D EAR ABBY: I see where a lot of people have protested
t h. advertising of various - unmentionable- products on
TV, hot aN far as I'm concerned, there are worse things on
television to complain about.
I refer to the content of some of the daytime programs.
Some of the ttarrft show, I used to enjoy have gotten so
6iirty I have stopped watching them.
Also, whatever happened to that commandment about
taking the name of the Lord in vain? I've heard.-God,-1,0rd- and even -Jesus Christ" used that way, and I finti'
it ver.v offuisive. ,The -Kens- and 'damn,' I've gotten ac
customed to long
County
.:Callo-way
although I still feel it sets a had
Music_ Department, Murray ample tor "HI'
Genealogical Society will
Woman's
Club,
will
meet
at
Nov,. to mu hen shall we direct our complaints in th,
Meet at the home of Mrs.
7:30 p. m. at the club house above?
Clifton Key at 1:30 p. m.
with program by Murray High
DETENDFDIN•QINN.,
Stage Band. This is an open
. Sigma Department, Murray meeting with -special inDEAR OF'FENDED: 11 rite your local TA station, and
ask them to forward sour complaint to the head of the netWoman's Club, will meet at vitation to band parents.
work.
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Murray Assembly.- No. 49
Euzelian Sunday School Order of the Rainbow for Girls Lasky Dr , Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
?How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
Class, First Baptist Church, will meet at the Masonic Hall long,
self-addressed, stamped (244) envelope
at
seven
p.
m.
"will have a luncheon at twelve
•. noon at the fellowship hall.
Murray TOPS !Take Off
Pounds Sensibly will meet at
Recovery, Inc„ wq.1 meet at the Health Center, Seventh
l'irst Presbyterian Church, and Olive Streets, at seven p.
'16th and !MTh Sfireis, at 7:30 m. This is open to all person,s.
The occasion was a
-- --Mrs. John Steels opened her
who desire to lose weight.
lovely home recently to honor delightfully planned
Calloway ' County High
College Miss Lisa McDanNI;'March miscellaneous shower with
Freed-Hardeman
;School Band Boosters are Associates " will meet at the 12th bride-elect of James R. Mrs. Steele, Mrs. Gene Jones,
:scheduled to meet at seven University. Church of Christ Yates. Miss McDaniel is the and Mrs. Joe Thornton as
hostesses who presented the
Annex at seven p.m. This will daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
3D-m.
honoree
with a corsage of
Charles
T.
McDaniel
of
••
begin a new year and all inuseful household gadgets.
Murray.
enladies
are
terested
Stars
and
Stripes
Miss McDaniel chose to
Nomemakers Club will meet couraged to attend.
wear a pant suit of brushed
At seven p.m. at the County
corduroy featuring light coral
Extension Office, 209 Maple
Hardin Senior Citizens will
pants and coordinating print
ROGERS BOY
Street.
have a social breakfast from
jacket. Mrs. McDaniel, her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lynn
Rogers mother, wore a pant suit of
7:30 to ten a.m. at the center
Russell's Chapel United with shopping to be from ten of Murray Route Three are the deep rose polyester with
parents of a baby boy,
Methodist Church Women are a.m. to four p.m.
coordinating blouse.
Timothy Lynn, weighing
scheduled to meet at one p.m.
The gifts were displayed on
seven pounds one ounce,
,tat the church.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good measuring 19 inches, born on a beautul antique table
Shepherd -United Methodist Tuesday, February 1, at 7:08 centered with a bride
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
Church will meet at the p.m, at the Western Baptist statuette. Mrs. Gene Jones
South Pleasant Grove
tie
kept the guest register.
church at 1:30 p. m. with Hospital, Paducah.
2/fethodist Church Women
Games were played and
Woods
giving
the
Maggie
The father is employed at
"meet at seven p.m. at the
prizes won by Mrs. Gene
lesson.
Atlantic Mobile Homes,
"church.
Roberts and Mrs. J. H.
Henry, Tn.
Walston who presented them
Grandparents are Mr. and to the honoree.
Mrs. • Phillip -Rogers, Almo
Refreshments of cookies,
Route One, and Mr. and Mrs.
ALWAYS ON CALL..
punch, and hot spiced tea were
Brent H. Brown, Murray served from the beautifully
Route Six. Great grandappointed serving table.
parents are-Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Thirty-six persons were
Double
SHE'S A VIXEN - WATCH HER OPERATE
Canap, 401 South 10th Street, either present or
sent gifts.
(Both Rated R)
Feature
Murray, and Mrs. Luvery
Lovett, Murray Route Three.
The
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Great great grandparents are
HOSPITAL NEWS I
Mrs. Lela Taylor, 620 Broad
DOCtOrS
Street, Murray, Mrs. Edna March 7, 1977
Open 6:45
Donelson, Murray Route Adults 132
Start 7:15
the most inerschblit experiment
Three, and Tebe Suiter, 406 Nursery 6
'
In the history of love.
South 10th Street, Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Houk (mother
Debbie), Rt. 5, Murray.
DISMISSALS
MISS Teresa F. Parker, Rt.
4, Murray, Andy J. Prescott,
Steers Toni*, to,
\
Srores Tenor
4 Weblits!
10,1 Week,'
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Beth A.
Faulkner, 408 S. 12th.,
Murray, Mrs. Louise Lovett,
• JO Acedowy Award
• hay, we.ateerrhy
•
7
—
NETWORK
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Lottie F.
Nominations
r
0.00
NC
Johnson, 100 Garden, Murray,
Inc. Best Picture
ACADEMY
coca31,cabsem,
Toy W. Grooms, 307 N. 5th.,
Murray, Dennis Daniel, Gen.
Del., Murray, Mrs, Lottie M.
Farris, 1397 Johnson Blvd.,
C APRI Loire Show
Sever, Delon.. Wishes 1141
Murray, Mrs. Hattie F.
Fr, It se IIlo is o. Over 0144e
Elkins, 1613
Hamilton,
liCT5tit...MIST
11111ST ACTON—.
Murray, Dee Vinson, 5041
/
2 S.
Mr. Tiro
• wan ACTOR--is Acres,
Cfwellj
6th,, Murray, Mrs. Zella
SLIPPORT111111ACTREll
_
ONIST SCIIMEIMPlAV . .
McNutt, 526 S. 7th., Murray.
MST DINECTOR —
Positively Ends
NSW PILILI.gorrion
Thursday!t
OMIT ClteulosATOO
SILVER STRERI-1

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Routine matters favored
more than the unusual. New
developments in the making:
Study people, trends. What you
uncover will prove valuable in
the future.
TAURUS
lApr. 21 to May 21) tha
7
Influences now warn against
unconventionality, the unorthodox. Stress, your conservative side — especially if
dealing with superiors or
strangers.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Favorable Mercury influences continue; stimulate
enterprise, perception. You can
gitiri through vititingS, communications of every type. Just
one admonition: avoid impulsiveness.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
This is not a time to venture
forth in search of "greener
pastures.” Stick to the tried and
proven or some things could get
out of hand. Watch the budget.
LEO
4t
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4441.
Some patterns changing, but
you can prevent the worthwhile
from being diluted with froth.
Inattentiveness prevalent. AND
some high-spirited notions to
direct carefully.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Will
." Stellar influences now
suggest prudence, deliberating
well before taking any action.
Don't toss up a coin or decide in
a haphazard way as others
may. Be painstaking.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
Planetary influences encourage both long-pending
projects and new ventures.
Your intuition and foresight
should be keen now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Fine influences! Volt can
enliven dull moments but keep
within sane boundaries. Seek
infoernation; convert to better
systems.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Favorable influences will
stimulate those of you who
maintain even balance and

Jer4>

hi tire bo

1 :1 ToQ Marry In April
Lrrigrr h. i 1111C1.

tranquility. Start and stay with
the will and diAiosition to enjoy
all things.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via
Judiciously applied skills will
be a boon to yourself and
others; unwisely used talents or
backing could undo much good
done. Face facts squarely.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Fine Uranus influences! You
shoiQ have a happy go of things
generally. Especially favored:
writers, workers in all intellectual and creative lines.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) MC
Look over all situations
penetratingly. Then, coupling
your --naltve- Intelligence- and remarkable intuition, ACT — if
you feel the time is ripe.
YOU BORN TODAY are one
of the most versatile of all
Piseeens — and that isseying
lot. So many fields are open to
you that, once properly trained
along chosen lines, there is
almost no limit to the successes
you can attain. You have a
great gift for science and could,
perhaps, make your greatest
mark in that field, but you also
have the makings of a fine
musician, a writer in almost
any branch of literature, a
statesman, diplomat or painter.
In fact, if you dc not choose the
latter as a career, you may take
up one of the graphic arts as an
avocation. Traits to curb:
moodiness, tendencies toward
excessive gambling. Birthdate
of: Johann Strauss, composer;
worldAlbert Einstein,
renowned physicist.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. William Crider of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Gary Jones of Alm
Route One has been dismissed from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Cecil Thurman of Murray
has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Miss Debbie Oterrv
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Cherry of 'Murray Route Eight announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Debbie, to Karl Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Smith of Kirksey Route One.
The bride-elect is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed at Safe-T Discount Pharmacy at
Uncle Jeff's.
Mr. Smith, a 1975 graduate of Marshall County High School,
is now employed at Ryan Milk Company.
An April wedding is planned.

r4SC0TT DRUG 1
1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
1
'
For Your Drug, Prescription and

L

Sundry Needs
Open 1 2:00 Noon TB 6 P. M.

Steele Home Scene Shower
To Honor Miss McDaniel

St4z744.

"DR.MINX"

Love

1

-

Award - Winning Entertainment
ri-A771 n'R4323
Gumi.

055

110

BEST
PICTURE

1,1ard

111,µton Ihre

./

Net Incirdal hr Oi,

or-/
*to

PADUCAH PATIENT
Miss Brigitte Bynum, of
• Almo Route One has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

if

Frances Wilkerson
Pat Latimer
Mary Alice Garner

Come See Us
At Our New Location
We're Moving To Our New

South Manor Branch
On South 12th Street

Open For Business
Monday - March 14th

Bank of Murray
FDIC
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ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY

Everyday is a
Special Day at Roses

The wiry el Rose•le le here •/•••••
edveenwed bele In iMOOk. ter ease un
inedible moon tie edeelleed rem
elleolk Rose e
oesselee
nol
Nem a ren Own on ROAR ream'
be .1•4t
pardons Me aseneerose
a Re see gime seen the
aseane or cosesnede nee
dwindle, se be obered el • MT
We* reduced once I 5 Ihe honest
eneneon ofRem s fobece-up Oa/
noiry of -Seleleceen Ouirenteec
neertyRESET STORES NC

OSES
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 13, IIT7
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 TA
Capitalize oil your.clear-cut,
smart perceptions. Direct your
versatility into profitable
channels. An all-around good
day!
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21) tikiif'
Continue toward your goals
-Wen ff----y--ou -have not yet
received positive results. An
influential friend may lend a
helping hand.
- GEMINI
Mav 21 tikabAllg.21.1...
1
You will have access to some
unusual gains now if you move
with forethought and know-how.
Mercury, propitious, stimulates
your ingenuity and intuition.
CANCER
(June 22 to July. 23)
Not a day for forcing issues or
deliberately bringing up controversial subjects. Hold your
peace for the time being.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 /2tg
A bit of news received
unexpectedly could have a
happy impact on your job
status; may concern a new
responsibility
comand
pensatory gain.
VIRGO
(Aug, 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Your perceptiveness not quite
as keen as usual. Care! Be sure
to take all factors into account
when sizing up unexpected
situations.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Past efforts should be bearing
fruit now. Study tendencies and
changes that may seem odd, but
may hold new advantages.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ini&
A better-than-average day —
one which encourages your best
efforts. Stretch the imagination
without overplaying it: Concentrate on new methods, ideas.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Auspicious for just about
anything that strengthens the
link between men of good will
and counteracts indiscretion,
hot headedness and intolerance.
CAPRICORN
4Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 VW
You can coast on your laurels
if you do not actually waste time
or dissipate talents. The restful
day is also useful, indulged with
proper purpose..
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
A fine Uranus aspect encourages your particular knowhow, sensitivity to situations
and reasoning powers. ,71ittse
are winners always
but
especially now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i )(Q
.
Some situations complicated.
Be sure you have all the facts
before making decisions.
Whether day is for recreation or
you have strenuous tasks,
remain serene.
YOU BORN TODAY MT an
extremely intelligent inclividual, a quick thinker and an
idealist, with a flair for the
unusual. You have a vivid
imagination, a strong will and
an outstanding sense of justice.
You are one dithe world's true
humanitarians, and a life of
service is almost sure to be in
the cards for you. You are
creative, too, and could
especially succeed in literature,
music, painting or interior
decoration.

••

. . . Look for yourself and see that many items
are on special everyday of the week.
Come in . Compare prices . . . and SAVE!

•• • • • • • • •

t

Central Shopping Cntr.

*

PRICES GOOD
SUN-MON-TUES.

FASHION FABRICS
OF FORTREL ® AND COTTON

97

ROSES
SPE-OIAL PRICE

n40'-

Brightly colored solids or prints of Fortrel
Polyester -and -Cotton.._Pertect...tor creating
easy-care, comfortable fashions. 44 45"
widths.

090

xv4A>

ODOR EATERS ®
ROAS
SPECIAL
PRICE

88

LIGHT BULBS
HE G
1 17

One pair Of Johnson's „Odor
Eaters Removes odor from feet
socks and shoes like magic

SHAMPOO
ROSES
SPECIAL ;
PRICE

611

Select 60, 75 or 100 watt
bulbs to
brighten every room in your
home
Long-lasting from yarvel

WAGON
140°
Model

44

REG. 16.96

PAGKAGE
OF FOUR

z
14" PATIO
SWEEPER ,
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

,

EARLY-BIRD SPECIAL

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 E. Main
has a large
' selection of
BUILT-1N

• APPLIANCES

AZALEA

PINE BARK

SHRUB
Assortment

ROSE
BUSHES

Beautiful Lawns are Easy
and Inexpensive
400000

CHOOSE FROM A WIDE
RANGE OF GE UNITS
GE HAS THE LOWEST
CONTRACTOR PRICES
5.

37

Sweeper features a 1 4" bristle
brush with sturdy long wooden
handle
Perfect for patio,
garage, walkways, all outdoor
areas

BUILDERS
CONTRACTORS
REMODELERS

1I

•

Selsun Blue• helps control dandruff with regular use Leaves hair
easy to manage 8-fl oz

PACKAGE OF FOUR, KNEE LENGTH
ATHLETIC TUBE SOCKS
Full cushion athletic socks of
75% Cotton, 15% stretch Nylon
and 10% Orlon® Acrylic. Warm,
comfortable socks for everyday
19
or sportswear. White only with,
bold colored stripes. Boys'sizes c0
6 to 8, Men's sizes 9 to 11.

212

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

844

00
3

ROSES
OW
PRICE

A

MULCH

PLANTS
20 In.

3 Cu. Ft.
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Reg.
1.79

237 2/30°

MOWER LAWN
Briggs & Stratton Engine
Reg.
74.97

1

PI
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Kiliturials and opinionated articles On the, page are presented for
Icr purpose of pros Kline a fori-iii-TC—
irifie free exchange 74 iliffermi;
alters to the editor in response to editcri0ls and
encourarod
,iptniortated artnies are
The editors of this newspaper '.trungis tcLit e that to limit
don...aided articles to on4 those which hieratici the editorial
philosoptii of this newspaper would Sea dinners ice to our readers.
therefore is.' Grey readers who donut agree IA Ith an editorial stand or
Ito ideas presented le. an individual writer in 0 1-olunin to respond
• withdicir feelings on the particular issue Ovule discussed

Echoes Front The Past

4
'461
42212

Pop4EY LooK-nNER5

ARS SPELIAL TAY

BREA0 FOR RETIRP-S.

Certain Tax Benefits
..„Available For Older Americans
However, retirees are taxed on pen- Growing older often means losing a
sions or annuities received from' their
few things like hair and stamina and
former employment, but not on any congaining a few things, like weight and
tributions they made to these plans durgrandchildren. Another gain is in the
ing their employment. In such cases, a
tax area: there are special tax benefits
lump sum tax bill can be avoided by
for older Americans, who reach age 63.
filing a Form W-4P with the payer The
, For example, there is the extra age
W-4P will enable the payer to withhold
exemption of $750 for people age 65 and
taxes from the taxable portion of the
:older. Because the Internal Revenue
pension or annuities and ease the tax
•Serviue considers a person to be 65 on
bite. Forms W-4P. can be .obtained at
-tIve dr.v beriaire the_ torthday crcur., the
•taxpayer can take the exemption even . IRS offices.
—if -his Or bet- 65th birthday falls-- On JanIf a- taxpayer
-cfechi
. ,-preuary I. 1977.
miums for Part B of Medicare (that part
More liberal filing requirements are
deducted from Social Security checks)
another benefit. While single taxpayers
and other premiums for medical health
under age 65 must file a return if their
insurance may be deducted, keeping in
gross _income comes to $2,450, the inmind that one half of the cost -of the
come requirement is $3,200 for single
premiums, to - a maximum of 5150, is depeople over 65. Married couples who
ductible. The balance should be included
.file a joint return have a 54,350- requirewith other deductible medical expenses.
ment when only one spouse is over 65,
Howeser, these other medical expenses
or $5,100 if both meet the age requireare deductible only to the extent they
'inent. The income requirements for taxexceed three percent of adjusted gross in'payers - under 65 are more stringent.
COrTle
•
Another way for taxpayers 65 or older
Older Americans will probably filAd II
to reduce their taxes is by taking adof the answers to their tax questions, in
vantage, of the credit for- the elderly.
the instructions that come with.their tax,Depending on the amount of income,
pacI2‘ages They can also check with a
T both earned and retirement income, as
local IRS office for more information
'much as 15 percent of $2,300 for single
- persons ($3.750 for coiiPles filing joint
returns where both are over 65) can be
credited • toward the tax bill. Bear in
,i1iind, this credit base is reduced by one:. half of adjusted gross income over $7,500
,for single persons, and $10,000 for mar,Taxpayers who contributed
a pout'red couples filinneint returns It is also ' ical candidate or campaign committee
:reduced by exempt social security and
during 1976 may be able to take a de•exempt retirement income Special rules
duction or tax credit for the donations.,
laPPIY tor -couPlei-•u9der
re4-11-ethe Internal Revenue Service advises.
!ment system where one spouse is under
Qualifying political contributions may;
:76 and the other is over 65.
.be claimed either as an itemized deduc:. Under certain conditions, the IRS
on of up to $100 ($200 on a joint re'figure the amount of the credit for the
turn) or as a4credit that will'reducethe
elderly All the taxfiayer need do is fill
tax bill by one-half the contribution, to
in certain parts of Schedule R and attach
a ,maximum of $25 4$50 on a joint re,it to Form 1040 A good source of inturn),
'formation on IRS computation of the
A taxpayer may claim the tax credit
'credit as well as the credit in general
even when taking the standard dedi-c„appears in IRS publication 524, "Tax
tion To take the deduction, however,
otredit for the Elderly." The publication
the taxpayer must itemize.
.)an-be ordered at no charge by filling out
Tickets to some political dinners, parhe handy coupon at the back ol the
ties, - and-other events, as well as cash
paid directly to a candidate or io a polit,1,•„ If they meet certain requirements,
ical committee, may count towards the
_;;IfIder Americans can also get another tax
deduction or credit.
:break when they sell their homes. HowTo qualify, an event must be primarily
4ver, they must have owned_and used
.the property as their principal residence
political. in nature, with the major por:for a period (either continuous or intertion of time devoted to political speeches
rupted) of at least fise sears within the
or discussion. A dinner or party must be
eight-year period ending on the date of
a fund-raising event on behalf of an an; the-sale. If the adjusted sales price,.or
the amount the seller receives after paying selling commissions and certain allowable fixing-up expenses. is 520,000 or
less, the entire gain from the sale may
be excluded from gross incume If the
price is over $20,000. the tax break is
prorated (For 1977 the amount will be
raised to $35,000.)

Political Contributions May Qualify
For Deduction or Tax Credit
pounced political candidate. If it is,
tickets to this type of event may be deducted or taken as a credit equal to the
full ticket cost.
If only part of an event is political and•
-its main purpose is to. confer benefits—
such as dinner oil entertainment—on the
people Who attend, only 'part of the ticket
price can be claimed. To arrive at the
proper amount, the fair market value of
the benefits received must be subtracted
from the cost of. the ticket. Raffle tickets
sold in connection with political fund-raisers do not qualify.
The IRS reminds taxpayers to keep
records of their contributions, such as
receipts and cancelled checks, to substantiate their claims

Keep Records Three
Years To Be Ready
For Audit

of

10 Years Ago Today

Written By Judith A. M, aupin
-wm CarletonThiy
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(A Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories andfamily notes.)

A few months ago, I printed a poem
-Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," but it
— in itself was so long that I was not able
to tell the story which lay behind it. To
do'ko, I have to depart from Kentucky
history and go to the state of Michigan.
R seems that there is a now-neglected
law on the books of the state of
Michigan Which says that all school
children must celebrate, on October 21
of each year, Will Carleton Day. This
man was the author of the above poem,
and although he is nosy unknown, and
the entire state breaks the law at least
once a year by not celebrating his birthday, he was once widely acclaimed as a
poet.
Will Carleton was born in 1845, a
moody boy and very poor farmer, who
went unnoticed until his graduation
from Hillsdale College in Hudson,
Michigan. He had been slated to give a
speech at the graduation exercises;
instead, he wrote a poem for the occasion — not the one we are familiar
with — which so stunned his audience,
so it is said, that the college president
threw him a bouquet of flowers and he
was further given a standing ovation. It
was shortly after he grkuated that he
Penned "Over the Hill to the
Poorhouse," his best known work It
was even used as the basis for a movie
w I iit.h leidb Vet y pOpulai,as well
as two-later versions in 1920 and 1931.
^tarlffon-Wits much in demand rtsa
lecturer in the. late 1800's, reading his
poems to enthralled audiences. It was
in 1919 that the Michigan legislature
passed the law making it mandatory for
school-children to celebrate his birthday. He had died in 1912,at the height,
of his popularity. It was said that his
poem had done as much for the people
as Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle
Tom's Cabin 'did for slavery. He was
name_d_Poet Laureate of Michigan,and
for several years after his death, his
birthday Was the occasion of Rrades,

OPINION PA GE

complete with floats and banners, with
all work and school halted for that day.
By 1925, though, fame being the
fleeting thing it is, WilltVeton'aname
was already being forgotten. His grave,
in Brooklyn, N. Y., was found by one
faithful collector of Carletonia to be
neeglfecte
armdwa
hn
erde th495
e.waw
sas collected to
maintain it; the money wa_tiput into a
fund to provide for PerPetftil care for
the grave. In 1921, a monument,
mounted on a boulder, had been put on

Army Private Preston W. Barber has
completed eight weeks of advanced
infantry training at Fort Ord,Calif.
During the next three months more
than 500 students and teachers will visit
the new "outdoor school" for natural
sciences study in the Land Between the
Lakes.
Deaths reported inelude Mr& Sally
Arm Petty, Mts. On'wife Lawson
Ellison, age 54, Edgar L. Melugin, and
Mrs. Eliza Allen,age 92.

BM Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Smith- and,,Nnior at Murray High
School, was fourth place winner in the
District High School Oratorical Contest
held at Mayfield.
New officers of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS are Mesdames
Goldia Curd, William B. Britton, John
Whitnell, Matt Sparkman, Maurice
Ryan;and Katm-Ovet Lest
aducah —Tilghman beat
County to become champions of the
First Regional Basketball Tournament

Miss Bette Stamps, senior at Murray
High School, won first prize in art in the
district-music-art contest held at
Paducah by the First District of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs. She represented the Murray
Woman's Club.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Katie
Vaughn, age 88, Murray Route Four,
and Gilbert Arnold,age 73, Lilburn, Mo.
John W. Koon,executive secretary of
Bureau
Farm
Kentucky
the
Federation, Louisville, will be principal

speaker at the meeting (lithe Calloway
County Farm Bureau, according to
Leon Chambers, vice-chairman of the ;
local bureau.
T. C. Arnett, former superintendent
of • Calloway County Schools, now
agricultural teacher at Sedalia High
School, has been named superintendent
of Graves County Schools.
A. L. Bazzell was honored with a
dinner on his 87th birthday held at his
home on March 10. -His birthday was
March 5.

kialuiuntrater—
although thousands attended its unveiling, probably only one or two could
ROW say where it is located.
The 1919 law, enacted with the purpose of keeping Will Carleton's works
alive in the minds of Michigan schoolchildren did not serve its purpose,and
his name has now passed into obscurity. But the phrase,"over the hill to
the poorhouse," stays with us to this
day. As the late C. C. Bradner,
newsman and commentator commented when the poem was first heard,
-It's not bad _enough that some old
people have to go to the poorhouse. Now
they put a hill in front of it."

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March 12, the 71st
day of 1977. There are 294 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1938, Germany invaded Austria. The next day, Adolf
Hitler announced that Austria would be
unified with greater Germany.
On this date:
In 1664, New Jersey became a British
•oolony as King Charles made a land
grant to his brother James, duke of
York.
In 1912,the first parachute jump from
an airplane was made V Army Capt.
Albert Berry at Jefferson Barracks,
. Mo•
was elevated to
In 1939, Pope Pius
the Roman Catholic papacy.
In 1940, during World War II,Finland
surrendered to the Soviet Union, and a
truce was signed in Moscow.
In 1947, President Harry Truman
established what became known as the.
Truman Doctrine to help Greece and
Turkey resist Communism.
In 1966,General Suharto was sworn in
as acting president of Indonesia after
President Sukarno had been stripped of
authority.
Ten years ago: Indira Gandhi was
unanimously chosen leader of the
Congress party in India and became
Prime Minister. ,
Five years ago: Britain and China
agreed to exchange ambassadors, 22
years after London had recognized the
Peking government.
One year ago: The government of
Nigeria announced the execution of 30
people, including the former defense
minister,after an attenipted coup.
Today's birthdays: Actress and
singer Liza-Mintfelli is 31. Playwright
Edward Albee is 49.
Thought for today: Make money your
god, and it will plague you like the
Devil. -- Henry Fielding, English
writer,1707-1754.

30 Years Ago This Week
The season's average for the sale of
dark fired tobacco on the Murray Loose
Leaf Floors is reported at 923.65, according to Cecil Thurmond of the local
tobacco groups.
Zann Patton and Lochie-Faye Hart
were winners of the speaking contest
held at Murray High School on March 7.
Deaths reported this , week include
enajmin1
g 6,
E.
age 81_B
,Elects
Wright,Mrs.
Igr.Er r:;:e
Burnett Scott,
Michael Workman, age one, and
George Morgan Sanders,age 77.
83Herndon,s..Thomas,.Benjamin
Thurmond of Murray Route Two are
pictured today. They celebrated their
61st wedding anniversary on November
26.

"Aunt Frances" Marine celebrated
her 101st birthday on March 9.
Mrs. Merle T.(Mary)Kesler plans to
open a kindergarten at her home at 501
North 16th Street, Murray,on March31.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs.Tax Ezell on March
3, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Burton on
March 11, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Perdue on March 11, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Graham Rogers on-March 11, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Otis Workman on
-March 6.
Brewers won the Fourth District
Basketball Toulnament by 'beating
Lone Oak, but both will play in the First
Regional Tournament at Mayfield'.

•

40 Years Ago -This Week
A Meeting of all Calloway County
ministers is planned at the First Elaptist
Chtireh onMarch 18fOr consideration of
a local option election to vote the sale of
alcoholic beverages out of Calloway
County.
A temporary bridge is being erected
over Blood River at Brandon's Mill to
use until the new bridge can be built.
Leon Hale is directing the work. The
bridge at Brandon's Mill was washed
out during the recent flood.
An average of$8.54 has been reported
for the sale of ark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market for the season.
One hundred and twenty-six
Calloway residents are receiving old
age pension checks averaging $10.05
monthly.
J. N. (Buddy) Ryan and his hunting
dogs are pictured with the gig bob cat
and the eight coons captured in a hunt
on January 15 in the hills and Buffalo
River bottom in Southwest Tennessee,
Leila Ellis, Dorris Church, Marilyn
Mason, Mary Elizabeth Bennett, Nancy
Mellen, Arnette Beasley, • Robert
Cherry,Sidney Waters, G. W.Gardner,
George Boaz, Dan Lassiter, and

Charles Henry Stamps ate members of
the cast of the senior play, "Campus
Quarantine" to be presented at Murray
Training School.
High school basketball-teams playing
in the First Regional Basketball
Tournament at the Murray gsqp_are
Heath, Reidland, Sedalia, Lone Oak,
Kirksey, Sharpe, Fulton, and Milburn,
acconfing to Murray High PrincipalEd
Filbeck,tournIment manager.

Funny
Funny World
EDUCATION
UCLA did a survey on incoming
freshmen and one of the questions
asked was; "What do you think about
college marriages?" One student
wrote, "Colleges should live together
first and see if they're compatible."

When some taxpayers receive their
Federal income tax .fefund checks, they
immediately toss out their records and
breathe a sigh of relief, thinking they
have "escaped- a• tax audit for another
year.
Education is what you 'get from
Still others may fill their attics with
cancelled checks, afraid that the Internal
reading the fine print. Experience is
Revenue Service will "come calling" 20
what you get from not reading it.
years after the return is filed.
Which . group of taxpayers has the
• There are to other rules to rememright recordkeeping philosophy? Accordber- in connection with the sale of a
ing to the IRS. neither one. While the
, home: the taxpaser must have reached
first group suffers from a false—and pos;age 65 at the time of the sale, and .the
month, payable in advanbe. By mall
The Murray Ledger & Times is
sibly, costly—sense of security, the, secexclusion can be used only once in a
in Calloway County and to Benton,
published every_ afternoon except
much.
•
,
ond
group
worries
too
:lifetime. The IRS hastwo free publicaHardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farr,
Sundays, -July 4, Christmas Day,
Why? The IRS explains that receiving
tions which can help: Publication 523,
mington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
More and more people are -moonlighta tax. refund means only that initial
,
T -"Tax Information on Selling or Purchas;
and Puryear, Tenn.,917.50 per year.
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
ing these days by working at a second
processiag of the return has been 'com4-.ing Your Home"... and • Publication 554,
By mail to other destitlations, 932.50
4th St. Murray,Ky.,42071,
,1 can do all things through Christ
job to bring home some extra money.
pleted. Because of the large number of
:"Tax Benefits for Older Americans"
per year.
The Internal Revenue Service reminds
which
-processed,
several
monthsmay
strengtheneth
returns
me.
Second
Philippians
Class
Postage
Paid
at
These, too, can be ordered with the
Member of Associated Press, Kenpersons who have more than one emMnrray
tKy.
pass
before
an
audit
takes
place.
4:13.
42071.
handy coupon found in the tix package
tucky Press Association and
ployer to make certain they are .having
A tax return can be audited at any
With faith iri God' all things are
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
Southern, Newspaper Publishers_
Another item for older Americans. to
enough money withheld to meet, their
time before the statute of limitations expossible. You, too, can know that
Association,
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
'keep in mind is that Social Security paytax obligation.
.
pires. That usually happens three yeats . sure faith!
rtients, railroad -retirement benefits, and,
from the time the return is due or filed.
Accoiding to ,tthe IRS, sideline income
benefit pasments from a general welSo throwing_ out tax records when he
- is taxable and must be reported on a
:
.•-fare, fund, such as payments for blindrefund' arrives could result in a very exFederal income tax return. A worker
ness, are all nontaxable income.
pensive tax audit. Good, orderly records
may want to increase withholding or
can substantiate expense of income items
make four estimated installment tax payand back up itemized deductions. And
- ments if the curren: withholding will not
the law' requires that records be kept for
cover his or her tax bill
at least as long as the statute of limitaIf the person earns tips on-either job,
tions is running.
these also Must be reported on the reBut it really is not necessary to keep
turn. The employee should keep a record
all those records forever, at least for tax
of the tips received each day so that
purposes. Those that should be held are
enough money will be withheld.
BY FJ L Blasin game.M D ,
Blasingame
Taxpayers who moved in 1976 because
the ones that will be needed to verify
When tips total at least $20 for any
t'of their jobs may be able to deduct their
items on the return past the three-year
has
a mild high
woman
who
appr
es pr passes sure may be' near nApial. In
her
that
writes
M.
M.
Q.
Ms
reported
to
other words, -114perotension
moving expenses on •their Federal int . one month, they .should .be
statute. For example, property records
blood presage may find that her
menopause„,
father has higfrblead,pressuse,
the person's employer within 10 days
come tax returns.
should be kept for as long as they are
condition becomes worse as the
Studies show hat black medicine should be regarded
whether
wonders
she
and
after the month ends. If the 10th day
•, According to the Internal Revenue
useful in determining the basis of the
carries her baby, ft may return
women of all ages ave a higher essential ,as food and more
women can also have this troufalls on a Saturday. Sunday or legal holi, Service, a number of expense items may
original or replacement property ReI to normal or near normal after
incidence of hypertension than necessary than toilet articles in
is
pressure
mother's
Her
ble.
day, the report should go to the em. he included in the deduction, such as the
cords relating to the purchase of a home
delivery. Subsequently, her preswhite women. The reason is the „life of a person who has had
normal.
a diagnosis of high blood pres- ployer on the next day that is neither a
costs of trasel to the new location,. movcertainly tali into this category.
sure may become elevated.
obeacure.
elevation
pressure
Blood
A.
holiday nor a Saturday or Sunday. For
Contraceptive pills occaing of household goods and personal efWhile Ithe law does not specify the
, Blood pressure elevation may sure established.
nal in families Since
to
tends
To repeat, since your father
instance, tips for March 1977, should be
.feets, pre-move househunting trips;
sionally carte an elevation of be gradually causing damage to
types of .records taxpayers should keep,
your father has hypertension.
has the disease, you should have
reported on or before Monday. April II.
in
young
women
blood_msare
'lemporaly living quarters at the new'
suggests
that
Artery
walls,
the
kidneys,
and
IRS
presLeceipts..cancalled
blood
your
suret
ha
the
you should
197'7. because the 10th falls On a Stiff;
drequireiliàE VSWiteli-to the heart and yet producing no regular checkups That Include
Vocation, and certain expenses and costs
'checks, bills and other written docutaken pen ' ally.
day.
some
other method of birth con- symptoms. The only way to be measuring-your blood pressure.
:.related to the disposition of. the old resrespecter
of
ments
arebielpful.
Retaining
copies
of
Hypertension is
..
The IRS offers two free publications
trol. Most physicians caution sure whether you have hyperten- It is immaterial that you are a
idence and acqUisition of the new one.
the returns 'themselves also may prove
sex. In .fact, women are more
In help employees keep and report acwomen on orakontraceptives to sion is to have your blood pres- female and that your mother has
beneficial.
For 1976. the maxinium deduction is
susceptible to the disease than
a normal blood pressuie. While
curate records of their tips—"Employeels
have their blood pressure sure taken with a cuff.
People who want to „know more about - men at certain[Immo( life. Ad.32500 For 1937, it will increase to
Daily Record of Tips" (Form- 4°70A4-------y•recordkeeping requirements should get
checked about every six months.
Medicines are available that you may or may not be a victim
453,000. Also, the requirement that the.
mittedly, wolhen often tolerate4
The chances of a woman cart Control • blood pressure of disease, your chances are betand the "Employee's Record of Tips to
free Publication 552, "Recordkeeping
old
better than do men over a period
.:distance between your new job
--. developing hypertension, as in a
elevation.- but they have to he ter than average that you are a
Requirements and a Guide to Tax Pub.:home be at least 50 miles farther than
. Employer" (Form- 4070),. Both itents
of years.
man, tend to roe with age. A taken consistently and persis- ,..antltiate for it because it is premay .be ordered together as Document
Younger women are more
lications", from the IRS. It's easy to or'-your old home was from your old job
minim becomes more suwepti- tently, often far the remainder of sent in your father.
5635 by using the handy form in the
vulnerable to hypertension when
will be reduced to 15 miles beginning in
ily by using the _handy coupon in the
itta tithed Rove llo erdm Se
ble
package.
to high bird presure as she one's life, even though the prestax
of
the
fact,
a
back
In
.
pregnant.
become
they
er)77'
td -package.
,
t

Money from

Second Job,

Tips, M
r37,it t
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Be Reported

Bible Thought

Let's Stay Well

?Some Moving
Expenses May
Be Deductible

1

Susceptible
To Hypertension

Women

1
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Murray Business News Biles

at Fisher-Price

NEW PRESS UNIT INSTALLED
Installation was completed this week on an
additional unit for The
Murray Ledger & Times'
newspaper printing press.
The unit was added to the
newspaper's four-unit Goss
Community press that was
installed in 1971 making a
total of five, four-page
units in the configuration.
The additional unit, which

Jerry L Bolls honored
Jerry L. Bolls has been
named a member of the
chairman's council of
Mutual of Omaha and
United of Omaha for 1976.
Members will be honored
this spring at a meeting in
Montreal comMemorating
the eighth anniversary of
the chairman's council, the
most exclusive companies'
honor club- for sales
representatives.
Jerry L.Soils is Mutual
-of Omaha's representative
in Murray.

Retail Sales Up
517 Million In 1976

„

Retail sales in the-city of
Murray alone increased by
over $17 million from 1975
to 1976, jumping from
$88,164,000 in 1975 to
$105,589,000 last year.

was installed at a cost of
$30,000, will give the
newspaper
greater
flexibility in printing color
and will increase the
press's capacity to 20 pages
for a single run. The
addition of this unit is a
tremendous step forward
for us," Murray Ledger &
Times publisher Walter L.
Apperson said, We feel

that this move will enable
us to better -meet our
obligation of serving the
local community." Looking
at a copy of the unit's first
production are, left to
right, Rich Bielawa, field
erector for Goss, R. J.
McDougal, press foreman, The new classic Chrysler LeBaron, returns to the Chrysler line-up in a
Mabry, new family of mid-size two-door and four-door models. Standard
Phillip
and
are the latest in mechanical 'notations And many features that are
pressman.
Often

extra-cost options. km Fain Motors distributes the new Classic

Ralph S. Patterson new executive vice-president of Glasgow Bank

kielioh S. Patterson, son
of Mrs. W. H. Patterson,
714 Elm Street, Murray,
and brother of Mary Betty
Lassiter, Murray, has been
promoted to Executive
Vice-President of the New
Farmers National Bank,
Glasgow. He will be in
Adcharge
of the

ministrative functions of
the bank in addition to
serving on the Executive
Committee.
Patterson, a veteran
banker for 17 years, has
worked in various areas of
the bank and held the
positions of Cdthier,
Personnel Manager, Loan
Officer, Trust Officer,
Branch Manager of New
Farmers East Public
Square Office, and Senior
Vice President. A graduate of Murray
High School and Murray
State University with a
B.S. Degree in Chemistry
and Agriculture, he has
also attended Rutger's
University,
Virginia
Polytechnical Institute,
Alabama Polytechnical
Institute, the Kentucky

School of Banking, the
National Trust School at
Northwestern University,
and is a graduate of Dale
Carnegie.
Patterson is a member of
the South Central Kentucky
Chapter of the American
Institute of Banking and
has completed AIB courses
in "Principles of Bank
Operations," which he has
also instructed.
The Glasgow banker has
been a member and served
in all offices of the Glasgow
Lions Club; served as
treasurer of the Barren
County Unit of the

American Cancer Society
for the past five ears; is a
member of the Barren
county Estate Planning
Council; member of the
Glasgow-Barreii County
Chamber of commerce
having served is treasurer
_and currentl:. as financial
advisor; and :loss serving
on the Board of the Mary
Wood Weld..ri Library.
Ralph attends the First
United Methodist Church
where he serves on the
Finance Comnuttee and
Administrative Board. He
and his wife. Ruth, reside
on Route Seven, Glasgow.

Murray Business News Briefs
is a regular weekly. teature
in the Murray Ledger and Times

•

LISTINGS•SALES•MANWMENT•APPRAISALS

Area Persons Earn
licenses In Real Estate
The Kentucky Real
Estate Commission has
announced the names of
applicants from Calloway
Counts:. for the broker's or
salesman's licenses who
passed the Real Estate
given
Examination
January 28 in Louisville.
f non Calloway
County were Ronnie L.
Pea. 'broker,- Patricia S.
Fain. Joe I. Kennon,
Geore E Waldrop, and
ii S Waldrop. salesmen.
Listed from Marshall
County were Howard L..
Cope lail, broker, and
Hula .1 liaife . salesman.
James
W
_Stephens,
broker, was listed from
GravrA Count

$6.4 million distributed in profit-sharing
EAST AURORA, N.Y. —
Fisher-Price Toys, Friday
distributed more than half
of $6.4 million in profit
sharing to 4,188 employees.
The
distribution
represents. the second
payment to employees
based on profits in the 1976
year. The first installment
was paid in December.
The total profit sharing
distribution amounts to 18
per cent of each employee's eligible wages.
The combined December-March payment is
roughly. $1.5 million more
than the payment for 1975.
"It pleases us that this
year's profit Sharing
surpisses the high levels of
&year ago," said Henry H.
Coords, president of
Fisher-Price.
significant increase in
worldwide sales and
maintenance of cost
controls helped our profits,
which we share with our
employees. We were
Veased by the acceptance
of our new'-line for early
grade school children,
also.
Fisher-Price in 1976
introduced an assortment

TUCKER

Internationally, FisherPrice has sales companies
in Canada, England,
Germany, and Frante,
with
European
headquarters in Belgium.
The company does some
manufacturing for Europe
En a Belgian facility and

has
manufacturing
agreements
with
a
toymaking firm in Wales.
Fisher-Price also operates
twin facilities on the TexasMexico
border
and
manages a subsidiary in
Mexico City.
A Division of The Quaker
Oats Company, FisherPrice is the industry's sales
leader in the infant and
preschool categOrles. The
company's four domestic
facilities are in Western
New York (East Aurora,
Holland, and Medina) and
Murray.
--At the Murray plant, 403
employees participated in
Profit .Sharing, company.
officials said.

Everything we touch
turns to SOLD!
KOPPERUD
REALTY
White House Building 711 Main
753-1221

Call the

BENNIE JACKSON

ClOic Pharmacy

May 24 nrimary

The Prescription Specialists
DOIN;A1.1) li

of toys for children 4-9,
which moved the company
for the first time above-the
infant and preschool levels.
Last year Fisher-Price also
entered into a long-term
licensing agreement with
Jim Henson and Henson
Associates, creators of the
"Muppets," which have
been featured in their own
show on network television.

Free Delivery - 753-8301

for Sheriff
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED.. THANKS
Pthd

,
t1pe
f of By The COrrn

r1 ,

Be/Ifly )(70(SOn

REALTOR

KIR
MURRAY S ONLY CEBTIFIED RESIDENT L,
OFFICES: SO2 Maple, Murray, Ky 753 0342

4 Professional Salespeople to serve you
fiR01
Re.ltors

DONALD R ILKKER A FULL SERVICE Rfti
Meek( Ntite-finnit Stfott and Mini

EVERYBODY KNOWS DWAIN
TAYLOR SIRS NOVAS
Well almost everybody

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS

MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE

Office • Studio

WILSON
WOOLLEY

ia-hes
Of II( F PRODUC TS, IN(..
113 Fast Slain Street
Sioux, Ks 41071
Phone --.1-0121

( realise
Photographer

goolunanh
of Murray Ky

Tom Scruggs
Businesses of all types insure with The Murray Insurance Agency. Each business is different. Each business has its own unique requirements. We have the ability to design
programs to fit each individual besiness need. Kindly give us a call and let us show you
what we can dolor you and your business..

"A New Dimension
in Downtown Shopping"

All TYPES OF BUSINESS INSURE WITH

The Murray
Insurance Agenc

•Hours 10 to 6 durIng or rqy crisis

•Southeast Corner of the Court Square

753-7222

PROVIDING MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
INSURANCE SERVICE

DANA' NOTES

Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751

Business Forms
Stationery
Cards
Church Bulletins
Special ()doers
Envelope
Wedding Announctmelr,
Rubber Stan'.
Signs
Tao

•

The Businessman's Printer

WINCHESTER
PRINTINC: CFRVICFS
FAST PRINT SERVICE
While you wait

Phone 753-5397 - 102 North 4th

753-7360
304 Main, Murray

Folders
Bumpr Stickers
Fast Print
Newsletters
Die Culling
Menus
Programs
Pencils
Matches
Booklets
Labels

Collecting as a hobby has
been profitable for some
people. However, as an investment, collecting means
waiting for appreciation,
without interest on principal nor other income of
any kind.

by Bill Boyd
,
,
est your savings wait us where compounded
int rest starts at once and safety is guaranteed.

1

PEOPLES/BANK
cv

M URRAY

K..Ie.

Member FDIC

Are You Paying
Too Much
For Auto Insurance?
You're probably thinking
that about all auto insurance Yates are about
the same, but that's
definitely not true. The
truth is, there's a good
chance that you can
save money on your
auto insurance by calling
us Well quickly check
with the mans insurance
companies we represent.
and give you a quote on
what you should he
paying tor your car insurance. IF you're paying
more than that.)quote
you should be getting
your car insurance fnirn
us.

VAN HAVERSTOCK
on Independen. Aqe,'

SERVICE FOR All.
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS

rURDOM 8 THURMAN
Insurance AtAncr

75374451

We at the

Bank of Murray
extend our

CONGRATULATIONS
to

Ralph S. Patterson
Jerry L Bolls
Ronnie L Pea
Patricia fain
George E. Waldrop
Joy S. Waldrop
Joe L Kennon
The Employees at Fisher-Price
The Murray Ledger and Times
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current C(s. The department
plans to continue offering
training to incoming officers,
but details have not been
finalized at this time.
Farm Show Exhibit
Termed A Success
iv trip,it ut jt luuf:i
Nt
J :
JL.jki.L Itic Iiuier
UUIC1001 LJI
Representatives of the
divisions of fisheries, game
management and law enButch Greer Outdoor Editor
Fall and Winter
forcement report good attendance and high interest at
0.
the department's booth during
Kr Dept Ash2 WHIM throlstitt
the annual National Farm
Machinery Show in Louisville.
The show, which ran four days
in mid-February, far exceeded last year's total attendance of 175,000 people.
Department representatives
were on hand to discuss
game
fisheries
and
management on the farm and
what the landowner can do to
help COs enforce fish and
Continue
To
Counties
Winter And Farm Ponds
which became effective in wildlife laws and regulations.
Return Licenses
'Officials- of the Mot-skin. of
February. Falconers must Hope Carleton, -director—id-The Division of Fiscal now pass the test and their public relations, wishes to
FisherieS are adopting a wait
and see attitude about the Control reports most of the equipment and facilities must thank all those Who helped
possible effects of winter on state's 120 county court clerks be approved. The new with the show.
Kentucky fish populations. have returned unsold 1976 regulation
a
cancels
Quail Deliveries
Farm ponds .are__the...MOSt.. licenses and license receipts. falconer's privilege to take
Resume In March
susceptible bodies of water to Despite' iiVere Weather'• 111- raptors and practice-falconry
The first of over 90,000 dayfish kills due to the weather. early 1977, licenses are until the test is taken. The old bobwhite quail to be
According to Central District coming in at about the same falconer must score 80 per delivered this year by the
Fisheries Biologist Jim pace as last year. Fiscal cent or higher on the test to department to sportsman's
Henley, an expert on farm control is asking district practice falconry. Those clubs in Kentucky are
ponds, heavy ice and snow supervisors to remind county making less than this score scheduled to hit the road
cover on a pond may block court clerks to forward the may keep their raptors but not March
16.
Hatching
enough sunlight from the pond licenses and receipts to the use them, provided their operations began in late
soon
as
to cause any weed growth to Frankfort office as
equipment and facilities are February at the Game Farm
die and decompose. This, in possible.
up to standards.
with the first delivery to be
Summer Camp Coming
turn, can consume the
Annual Auction
made in northeastern KenIt's a welcome relief, after
available oxygen in the water
Tentatively Set
tucky's Eighth Wildlife
and lead to a fish kill. Ac- this winter, to think about the
The department's annual District. The chicks are
Conservation
cording to Henley, larger fish Division of
sale of surplus equipment and supplied to interested sportwould die first, so a pond may Education's summer camp contraband has been ten- sman's clubs, who rear the
not be completely killed but be prograny'This month, the tatively scheduled April 4 at birds and later stock them.
thrown out of balance with the Wildlife Conservation the Game Farm, subject to
Farm Wildlife
Supervisors. final apd`roval from the state's
loss of the large black bass Education
Chief to Retire
pond (WCESs) teaching "in- Executive Department for
population. Farm
Dan Russell, the departowners who suspect they may school" will be informing Finance and Administration. ment's chief farm wildlife
fifth
and
sixth
Kentucky
have suffered a winter fish kill
Further details are expected biologist, will be retiring
are asked to contact their graders about the camp to be sent to Kentucky March 15. Dan began as a
local conservation officers program. Camp applications newspapers, radio and TV project leader July 11, 1949,
(COs)for assistance from the have been mailed to the stations as they become and has been with the
WCESs, with this year's available.
department.
department since then.
camping program slated to
From The Hatchery...
Fisheries Biologist,
During his tenure as chief of
...comes word that the begin the first full week of
Administrators Attend
farm wildlife he has become a
for
a
week
of
June.
The
fee
fatilities weren't spared the
'Fri-State
leading authority on doves and
problems of harsh winter camping program slated to
Most of the administrators is the author of the widely
weather. While ponds on the begin the first full week of and biologists of the depart- read "Dove Shooter's Handhatchery grounds remained June. The fee for a week of •ment's Division of Fisheries book."
frozen in late February, of- camping will again be $n, journeyed to South Point,
And In Farm
Pond Stocking...
ficials say they will not know plus transportation charges. Ohio, in mid-February for the
The fall cycle saw 1,622
the damage inflicted by'the Fifth and sixth graders at- annual Tri-State Fisheries
conservation_ Conference_ Kentucky's ponds receive 814,980 biuegill,
freeze until-the water thaws. tending
there — an increase of 510,200 Water was run into several education classes once a fisheries-personnel met with --- with 1,418 of these ponds being
when compared with the hatchery ponds to try to keep month in Kentucky schools representatives from Ohio, stocked with 101,656 channel
previous record, set in 1975. some open water available for are eligible to attend. Further Virginia and West Virginia to catfish. Earlier this spring,
-Even at the lower levels, brood stock. The winter information is available from discuss projects and problems the 1975 stocking cycle was
Lake Cumberland offers some weather also slowed grouting the Division of Conservation common to the four states. completed as 1,805 ponds were
Among others in attendance stocked with 219,010 young
33,000 acres of surface and is operations, being carried on Education in Frankfort.
Annual Phone Survey
were CARL SULLIVAN, bass. The stocking program is
one of the more scenic lakes in by hatchery personnel and
To Be Conducted
the eastern United States," fisheries aides from the
executive director of the free of charge and interested
In March
Col. Hatch concluded. "If Transportation Section.
American Fisheries Society, landowners should see their
The Division of Game BOB MARTIN, assistant local conservation officers for
rainfall is anything like Hatchery Biologist Mike
normal, we anticipate another Hearn says no activity IS Management is conducting executive' 'director of the more information. Meanrecord year in recreational scheduled for March except the annual phone survey American sports Fishing while, a long-awaited booklet
uses of this beautiful body of taking eggs from walleye late March 7-16. Each year, .3,000 Institute and represerttatives on farm pond management is
in the Month for hatching, households are called and, if of the Tennessee Valley expected to be printed by the
water." Division of Fisheries in late
rearing and stocking.
there :is a hunter in the Authority.
January.
household, a -brief question19'76 Arrest Figures /
More Predator Fish
naire on the number of hunReflect Decline
Reported In
ting trips and kinds and
Final arrest figures for 1976
Mail-In Survey
amounts of game taken will be indicate fewer game and fish
1976 was the second year of
forwarded to the household. law violators were cited in
The hunter is asked to com- 1976 than in 1975. The 1976 the Division of Fisheries'
plete the questionnaire and figure of 9,656 is down nearly predator fish scale mail-in
return it to the department. 450 arrests from 1975. survey. Anglers landing a
helps However, the percentage. of legal sized rockfish, musky or
This information
biologists recommend future convictions rose from 63.2 per walleye or a largemouth bass
The Kentucky Fish and hunter per season. The same seasons and limits. The calls cent in 1975 to 73 per cent in over five pounds are asked to
Wildlife Commission has dates will be observed at the will be made in the evenings. 1976. Figures indicate fishing fill out a brief-questionnaire
approved two weekends of Pioneer Weapons Wildlife
Falconry Examinations
without a license was the most and mail it, along *ith several
scales from the fish, to the
turkey hunting in nine Eastern Management Area in Bath
Scheduled
common violation in 1976.
and Menifee counties. On this
department. In return, they
Kentucky counties.
The Division of Game
Officers Complete Law
receive a lapel pin and a
The commission set April area, hunters may only use Management will be adEnforcement Training
30-May 1 and May 7-8 as the longbows, crossbows,flintlock ministering a falconry test
The third and final basic law certificate verifying they
season for Jackson, Owsley, and percussion cap rifles and March 12 at St. Xavier High enforcement training class for caught one of these trophy
Bath, Ifockcastle, Lee, muzzle-loading shotguns and School in Louisville and field personnel graduated fish. According to project
Rowan, that portion of pistols.
March 19 at the Lloyd Wildlife March 4 at Richmond. The leader Jim Axon, returns for
On Western Kentucky's Management Area near class of 31 officers completed rockfish, musky and walleye
Menifee Co., north of U. S.
Highway 460, that portion of Land Between The Lakes, the Crittenden. The examination a month of law enforcement all increased over 1975. A total
Pike County beilieen Highway season will run April 20-30 and will begin at 10 a.m., training under the Kentucky of 126 rockfish returns were
197 and the Kentucky-Virginia permits will be required. prevailing local time, at eactr: -Department of Justice Bureau processed, wtih 414 musky
These may be obtained free at site. The new examination of Law Enforcement Training. returns being received and 35
border.
The limit is one turkey the Information Office at system is the result of a The graduation concluded the walleye questionnaries being
gobbler with visible beard per Golden Pond,- Ky.- 42231
aeuised falconry regulation training -program for most handled. Axon attributes the
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Like Cumberland levels
Projected At
Repeat Of last Year
Operation Lof giant Lake
Cumberland by the U. S.
Army Corps f Engineers this
summer should duplicate last
year's levela, depending on
area rainfall. •
Col. Henry J. Hatch, Nashville Distiict engineer for the
Corps,
announed
the
operational plan for the lake
during the 1977 recreation
season, after meeting with a
special board of consultants
hired by the COrpS iii Onnection with remedial work
under way on Wolf Creek
Dam.
During the oast few years
levels of the huge lake have
been maintained abOut 20 feet
lower than the average
seasonal elevations.
"We will keep fluctations as
Close to the seasonal
maximum as rainfall and the
demands for power generation
permit," Col. Hatch reported
after his conference with the
consultants.
Last year the lake was
around elevation 691 at the
beginning of May and rose to
696 by the first of July; then,
during the next three months,
a gradual drawdown brought
levels to 690 by Aug. 1; 684 by
Sept. 1; and 681 by late September.
The year also marked a
record for visitation to the
popular lake, with 6,258,000
recreational visitors recorde

•
•

Photo by °lark Mckeoney

1976 Fish Stocking
Figures Released
According to a tabulation of
fish stocked in Kentucky
waters by the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources in
1976, more rockfish were
added to lakes and rivers than
any other predator species.
A total of 1,031,222 rockfish
(11+2") were stocked at
Cumberland and Nolin lakes.
The department added 19,970
musky fingerling and 17,801
musky fry tikave Run,nearly

a musky an acre was stocked.
largemouth
bass
In
stocking, 959,090 bass of
various sizes were stocked
into 14 lakes. Over 71,000 of
these went toward stocking
the newly impounded Carr
Fork Lake in Knott County.
This figure does not include
the 219,010 bass stocked in
tartn ponds across the state as
part of that program.

Turkey Seasons Set
In Easfern-ifiestern
Itentulky Counties

••
•
••• Murray Home & Auto
•••
lie more lot the
•
•

Here is Bruce Walker behind a 6 pound 11 ounce
largemouth bass he caught this week on a red Little "N."
Bruce caught the bass out of one of his farm pond
"fishin' holes" here in Calloway County.

Outdoor Sportsman

storey's
Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting 8 Fishing Licenses

preflmal SI

Ittc:4 7S31STI

tut Mr kit. NI

Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

• An outboard-powered canoe is an excellent craft for the as id
fly fisherman who loses to search out that perfect stream. This
angler has selected a fiberglass canoe and lightweight four-horsepow7I Mere outboard with integral fuel tank. %% bile "on hoard"
space is minimal, it isn't cluttered with ans thing hut the required
fishing and camping gear.

increase to better fisherman project among
success and to a greater. fishermen.
general awareness of the

Tennis Department

Kentucky

Lindsey's
Jewelers

Sportsmen:

4
Bear*
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service

FA. Fishing Canoe

Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
Murray, Ky.

114 S. 5th

733-1640
V.

Vernon's C

hippewa'

Prompt, Efficient Service

G 0040 .5.10f,

WESTERN STORE

Sportsman $ Special,_
Buy Ike Tatou Kulk N Kollar Boot cod receive your FRIE rkisir.e of SS AS
retool hill'iiilet Knive, S r°"of so,ks or 55.95 took!
..

1111,
‘ Vils"21.0 *
vidiaqu.
Olympic Plaza

Is Our Business-

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merchandise sold at discount picas

ItJTSON

tishing Tackle

Chemical Co.
Inc.

Camping Equipment

rtilizer

Located W Railroad Avenue

Boating Accessories

753-1933

---_

Hoy. 641

a py Holiday Travel,Inc
Ponoromci Shores on
Kentucky Lake

DON Malkin

..

GRAYSON MeCtURE

Guns & Ammo

take 94 East out of Murroy for 1 maes Turn right on 280
Polio,. 280- for 7 miles post Sonneir's Grocery Take
blacktop Into Panorama and fano* biocktop to your nett

South Plane 753-9491

Telephone 502436440

I
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GET THE POINT?—ln observance of the "Clean Water & Land" theme of National
Wildlife Week (March 20-27), a clean-up campaign is scheduled at Land Between The
Lakes on Saturday, March 26. Appropriately entitled "BAG IT!," the field day of litter
clean-up on the shorelines and roadsides of LIIL will be highlighted with a FREE BUFFALO BURGER to all participants.
All sportsmen's groups are encouraged to attend the event. Civic, church and school
groups will be helping in the dean-up also. Anyone in the Murray area who
does not belong to an organization but would like to participate in "BAG IT!" may do
so by contacting Butch Greer at 753-0861. Additional information may be obtained by
contacting Tennessee Valley Authority, Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231; phone(502)924-5602.
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"A Look Over Your
Shoulder Is Good
For The Soul"
It is early Monday morning
and all of the normal people in
the world are asleep except
for our faithful Siamese cat
"Fetcher" and his royal
wackyness "we" the writer of
bowhunter's bag.
And why are we up at this
ungodly hour? Fair question.
We are not a good sleeper
under the best of conditions
and, oftentimes, get our best
work done when all are asleep,
the house is quiet, and we are
at peace with all men and
things; great and small.
Many years of working in a
faotory on midnight shifts,
and going to school in the
daytime are, no doubt, the
causes for our lack of
sleepiness. Ah, but if it
weren't for life's little
inequities what fun would life
be anyway. 4
So,then, we are sitting here
at our faithful typewriter
killing time while we'.-wait for
a Retch to dry in our fletchieg
jig which is sitting in the
middle of Annette's dining
room table (our official office, desk, workhench and,
sometimes,junkpile, although
each time we say it is the last

and we will clean up the arrows by passing them
mess).
around. They, and we, could
The arrow shaft that we are not believe that an arrow
Retching here in the middle of could go that fast no matter
the night, compliments of whether the bow was a two
Danny Paschall, may all his *heeler, four wheeler oF
Retching fall off at the same - whatever!
time, is something new in
So Danny and them other
bowhunting. It is made of dudes just upped and shot the
graphite like the fine fishing feathers plum off our brandrods that have been out for new arrows that don't even
about two years. This have a manufacturers name
material makes a very light, on them. Nit do we care, why
very strong, very small heck now! We would rather be
diameter and very, very, fast here at this table as anywhere
arrow that will simply amaze in God's wonderful world.
most bowhunters when they Let's hear it for Calloway
get to see and shoot this new County after a beautiful day
"wonder arrow."
like this one and praise Him
Arrows made of this new that made it so!
material and specially
In case ya'll are wondering
tapered (these new shafts are why we had such an inactually smaller on the nook teresting title picked for this
end than on the point end. column and we seem to have
They look rather like small slipped off the theme keep the
green pool,cuesticks, really!) faith we're about to bring her
They are not yet on the back around one more time.
market, we don't know who
During a smoke break
makes them and, for the Sunday afternoon as we
Present, we only have four of worked on the "Club House" a
the precious little devils.
bunch of us were discussing
That is the real reason that the history of the bow and
we are having to refletch two arrow and we came to the
arrows that, just Sunday conclusion that this weapon
morning, we already fletched has changed little since it was
once. Fact is the guys liked invented.
them so much that they shot
Only the materials used to
the feathers plum off "MY" make bows and arrows have

If you happen to see a fellow
running around town slightly
redfaced who fits my
description, it's yours truly.
What a week!
Fourteen times I have
engaged in the discussion of
the difference of degrees of
slope and per cent of slope.
Yes, a forty-five degree slope
is steep. Yes, a ninety degree
slope is straight up. No, a four
wheel drive will not climb a
ninety degree slope unless
aided by a winch or something
of similar nature. (Maybe
fifty sticks of dynamite?) Yes,
we said a four wheel drive
could climb a one hundred per
cent grade. We still say it. A
one hundred per cent grade is
adualry a forty-five degree
slope. One half of straight up
which is a ninety degree
angle. A good four wheel drive
can climb one hundred feet
vertically in a horizontal
distance of one hundred feet.
— We were confronted by a
certain young lady on the
article of two weeks ago. We

Frankfort, Ky. — The 197778 small game hunting
seasons and limits, as set
yesterday by the state Fish
and Wildlife Commission, will
be virtually unchanged from
those of last year, but the gun
deer hunting season will be
extended by one day and split
into two "long" weekend
hunts.
The first of the two gun
hunts for deer will be for
bucks only and will open
Saturday, November 12 and
continue through November
14. The second part of the
season will open Saturday,
December 3 and run through
Deeming" 5.'Either sex deer
may
take4 in Ballard,
Barren7---Crittenden, Edmonson, Hart, Livingston.
McCracken, Owen
and
Gallatin
counties
on
December 3 only, while in the
other opert areas only bucks
with at least one forkefl antler
may be harvested. The "bucks
only" .rule will iheiply to all
open areas December 4 and 5
The commission also approved the use of certain
handguns during the gun deer
season and added three more
counties and two wildlife
management areas to the list
of counties and areas closed to
changed not the weapon.
Even in the case of the
compound bow, although it
does have little wheels and
things hung all over it, relies
on a drawn bowstring to push
the arrow out into space.
Buddie that part of it hasn't
changed since the first arrow
was 'shot; a bow is simply a
stick with a string on it used to
shoot an arrow which is
nothing more than another
stick with feathers on it It is
just that simple.
t
So when we got home
yesterday evening we got to
thinking about just about all of
Sunday's shooters were toting compoun.d bows and
aluminum arrows, 'cept we

BUCKS BODY SHOP

fr

900 Sycamore

753-5142

jeep'
Coldwater kd
753-6448

2 1411as East Hoy 94

Specializing in servicing tires 8. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
in The Jackson Purchase
408 N. 4th

both gun and archery deer
hunting.
The counties previously
closed are Jackson, Owsley,
Clay, Harlan, Powell, Clark,
Leslie, Wolfe, Perry, Johnson,
Knott and the new additions
are Martin, Floyd and
Magoffin. Previously closed
wildlife management areas
are Robinson Forest, Beaver
Creek,
Redbird,
Pine
Mountain, and Grayson Lake,
the newly closed areas being
Yellowbank and Dewey Lake.
The archery deer season
will open October 1 and
continue through November
11.;. reopen _DecemberJO and
lontinue through December
31. Either sex deer may be
taken by the bow hunters.
Small game hunting seasons
set by the commission are:
Squirrel, Aug. 20-Oct. 31, and
Nov. 17-Dec. 31, limits, six and
twelve; Rabbits, Nov. 17-Jan.
3,1, six and twelve; Quail, Nov.
17-Feb. 28, ten and twenty;
Grouse, Nov, 17-Feb. 28, four
and eight. Furbearers, Nov.
17-Jan. 31, no limits except
that raccoon hunters are
limited to one raccoon per
hunter with no more than
three raccoons per party of
three or more hunters. There

is no limit on the number of
raccoons which may be taken
by trapping.
All seasons, including
trapping, will be closed during
the Dec. 3-5 gun deer hunt
except waterfowl, snipe,
woodcock, rails, gallinules,
coots and falconry. The
falconry season will open
November 1 and continue
through January 31 for rabbits
and through February 28 for
quail and grouse. Seasonsior
waterfowl
and
other
migratory birds will be set at
a later date.
Also approved by the
commission were three twoday archery deer hunts and
three two-day gun deer hunts
on the Ballard County Wildlife
Management Area in far
western Kentucky. Hunters
will be chosen by drawing and
will be-limited to 120 for each
of the two-day hunts. Dates for
the archery hunting will be
Oct. 16-17; Oct. 23-24 and Oct.
30-31, ..Fish and Wildlife
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell said, and gun hunting
dates will be Oct. 21-22; Oct.
28-29 and Nov. 5-6. Details'
concerning applicationi to
hunt etc. will be announced at
a later date.

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St

plant is the world's largest
producer of steering systems..
For all of General Motors and.
others. To stop it put disc
brakes on the front and big
drums on the rear. •
Add air conditioning, tilt
steering, AM-FM stereo,'
bucket seats. Take a body that
was solid fourteen years ago
and has since been improved
nine separate times. Bolt it to,
a frame that is absolutely.
proven. When you get all ot
this put together take thd
name that is synonymous with
four wheel drive and crown it
off.
The company that builds
this machine spent Several
weeks a few years ago trying
to come up with a tilt that best
exemplified their product in
the terminology of the present
day automotive world. After
much thought they settled on
the word they still use. It's not
fame not really -prPr Jiang
Just simple. They call it
TRUCK. That it is.
-HAPPY
FOUR
WHEELING.

Cfmse Hamel Al itallatil
'County Wife Management
Area Surpasses Record

Despite frigid conditions in
January, the Ballard Co.
Wildlife Management Area in
Western Kentucky posted a
record goose harvest this
hunting season. A total of 4,419
hunters on the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources'
primary waterfowl hunting
area harvested 3,610 geese,
eclipsing the 1975-76 mark by
610 birds. That figures out to a
goose for every 1.22 hunters.
The arrival of more geese
earlier than usual from the
north accounted for the record
goose harvest at the
management area. The area,
owned and operated by the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources, is
managed for waterfowl and
provides some of the best
waterfowl hunting in the state.
Jim
Area
Manager

Moynahan says the cold
weather during the later part
of the season didn't drive the
geese away due to the large
corn crop available to the
birds on the area. Corn is
considered a good high calorie
food for geese during cold
weather.
Each year a drawing is held
among those applying to hunt
waterfowl at the 8,373 acre
area near the junction of the
Ohio and Mississippi river&
Successful applicants are then
notified of the dates they will
be allowed to hunt on the area,
one of the top waterfowl
hunting spots in the Commonwealth. Meanwhile,
land
agricultural
and
management techniques are
practiced year-round to
benefit waterfowl and other
wildlife species?'

MeAnally To Speak
At Spring
Turkey Program

GOLDEN POND, KY. —
Robert McAnally, Coordinator
of the Turkey Restoration
Program for Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission, will be
the featured speaker at the
'annual Wild Turkey Program,
March 19, 1977, at Kenlake
State Resort Park.
that is, and how sad it would
We didn't find that exThe program is being hosted
have been if some oldtimer, planation, but we did run into by the Kentucky Chapter of
and we really mean this some heavy reading about the the National Wild Turkey
sincerely, had walked up to way it was in archery years
our shooting line he would ago.
have freaked-out over guys
Back then, according to the golfers, I used to hit one now
shooting bows with wheels and book How to Make Modern and again tnyownself.
cables ,and arrows of Archery Tackle by Tracy Li Now we, me this time, make
aluminum; and now graphite Stalker, Kittridge Archeryt our own tackle or, at least, a
of all things, that fly almost Company 1954, bowhunting good portion of it because we
too fast for the naked eye to and archery gear wasn't like it that way, but we get to
follow.
available in stores like it is buy all our materials from a
Well we just got to thinking now. The bowhunter-archer well stocked catalog and it
about the changes in our had to make it himself or he comes in a few days.
"hobby" and we knew that we had to have a buddie that was
Just imagine, if you will,
had seen an explanation of right-smart good with tools that it is several years ago and
tapered wooden arrows that and stuff like that. Why? we want to make a bow. We
might explain the graphite's Because that was the only way have found a chunk (stave of
taper in one of our old archery to get into it.
seasoned "yew," osagebooks somewhere; so we got
They had tomake their own orange or lemon wood and
one out and looked it up.
or take up golf! no offense now all we have to do is cut
eveny sliver of wood off that
chunk that doesn't look like a
bow! TALI.order! Thank God
for stores that sell bows and
arrows!
The above statement is jive'
We know that the oldtimers
1.'0,0,01 Gumbo and Mrchelon Twos
loved to make their own just
like we do but ain't it just
refreshing 0,sometimes, look
over your shoulder, so-tospeak, and just dig on it a
little? We sure think it is else
we wouldn't of wrote this'un.
Bless all ya'll!
Good Luck and Good
Bowhunting or whatever'

753-5693

Murray Bait Co.
Hooks Wheel
Alignment

substance?
It happened. The "Red
Mule" just up gel died right
inside the city limits of
Murray. Yours truly got just
about the color of the truck
when the truth finally dawned.
That was bad enough. Watching twenty-aix dollars and
forty-seven cents worth of
regular register on the pump
was another shock. Only
thirty-one people were kind
enough to comment on it at the
four wheel drive meeting
-later_The ward sure din:D.80
around.
Congratulations Barry
Drew on becoming a four
wheeler. The "Bear" has
purchased a four wheel drive
after years of contemplating
doing so. What did he get?
Just about the ultimate in
modern day four wheel drives.•F
Take a four wheel drive
pickup,the most popular of all
the styles available and this is
due to the fact it's the most
useful for most people. Make
it short wheelbase so it will

77-78 Hunting Seasons Set

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
Bochr-wiiRK

apologize for telling the truth.
The possibility of not telling
anything didn't occur to us
frankly, until after you
suggested- it.
While driving down the road
this week we see THE
"BEAR" tooling along in a
bright shiny four wheel drive
wearing a smile like he .had
just scored g heart shot on an
eighteen point buck that field
dressed four hundred and
twenty pounds from a distance
of seven hundred yards with a
bow and-arrow.
in a moment.
The crowning blow of the
entire
week
occurred
yesterdky. Can you imagine a
fellow iyith four credit cards
driving a four wheel drive
pickup with a twenty gallon
gas tank and an eighteen
gallon reserve gas tank, nOt to
mention a gas gauge in
working order that points to
red during the last ten gallons,
coming face to face with an
ailment known as insufficiency of a combustible

maneuver better off road. In
the power department specify
a 401 blockbuster V8; a
hulking
brutal
torque
producer that won't quit.
For transmissions go
modern and that's automatic.
A 400 series Hydromatic is one
of the best. They use it in
Cadillac's, Olds 98's, and
Electra 225's. For the brain
center of the four wheel drive
system that works all the
time, rain or shine, order a
Borg Warner Quadra Trac.
This represents engineering of
the
Mercedes
Benz
sophistication.
For the front end and rear
end, use the tried and proven
Dana 44 axles assembly. So
good that seventy per cent of
the four wheel drives sold in
the country last year call it
standard equipment. Let it
roll on a set of 10 x 15 big tires
and mount these on the wide
eight inch- rims; white spokes
no less.
4
Now find some help to turn
those big tires from the plant
An Saginaw, Michigan. That

Federation and land Between
The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre
public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
McAnally will speak on th.
history and restoration of
turkeys, the present harvest
and hunting opportunities, and
the future restoration of
turkeys in Arkansas. Carl
Kays, Assistant
Commissioner for Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Frankfort, Kentucky, will be present to accept a cannon net on behalf of
the Kentucky Chapter of the
National
Wild
Turkey
Federation, and to explain the
Kentucky
restoration
program.
Program activities will
begin at 7 p. m. in the meeting
room at Kenlake State Resort
Park. Buffet dinner will be at
the participant's expense in
the dining room beginning at 6
p. m. A tour in Land Between
The Lakes will be held from 2
to 4 p. m. Saturday afternodn,
with special emphaSif •'on
turkey
management
techniques and
habitat
development.
A $5.00 introductory fee per
family to the Natiohal Wild
Turkey Federation, which
entitles participants to receive
six issues of Turkey Call
Magazine, will be collected at
the door.
For additional information
about the program contact
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA, Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231, telephone 502-924-5602,

641 Super Shell

753-3226

Home of the longggg dozen

Eating Is A Family Affair

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guarenteed

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Ttm-s.
6:30-1:00 Fri. 8, Sat.

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Tigers In Regional Championship!
Sims Hits Basket With Three Seconds
Left To Boost Tigers to 75-73 Victory

REVERSE LATUP - Andrea Perry (33) of the Tigers tries an
„unsuccessful reverse layup in the closing minutes against Lone
Oak. Perry hod 14 rebounds for the Tigers in the win over the
; Purple Flash.

THE WINNER - Raymond Sims drives the length of the court
after blocking a shot and hits in the winning basket with only
three seconds left in the Tigers' 75-73 win over Lone Oak
Friday night.
(Stan Photos by klais Ilmedss)

(Stet Plwites by tills laossiss)

Princeton, Hofstra Square Off
Against Mighty Invaders Tonight
. By The Associated Press
Princeton and Hofstra, a
air of eastern schools with
modest athletic reputations,
*pare off against mighty
invaders from the south and
midwest tonight in the East
Regionals of the National
Athletic
Collegiate
basketball
Association
tournament in Philadelphia.
Princeton, which made it
into the tourney by winning
the Ivy League, faces Kentucky, which got an at-large
bid by finishing second in the
Southeast Conference.
"Someone said they were an
at-large team and somebody
else said,'Yeah, very large,"
said Princeton center. Bob
Roma. The Tigers will be
their highlymatching
disciplined, slow-paced style
of play against the towering
.Wildcats, who feature a pair of
'6-foot-11 frontcourt men in
Rick Robey and Mike Phillips.
Hofstra, which won the East
Coast Conference, goes
against Notre Dame. The
Irish, who lead the nation in
rebounding, are coming off
Sunday's upset victory over
previously topranked San
Francisco.
"Everybody called and
offered condolences," said
Coach - Roger
Hofstra
Qaeckler.

p

-

The David vs. Goliath
doubleheader in Philadelphia
is just part of the opening
round of the NCAA-tritirney
which features 16. games at
eight- sites. The other half of
the East regional will be
played tonight in Raleigh,
N.C., with VMI meeting
Duquesne and North Carolina
playing Purdue.
The Tar Heels, winners of
the Atlantic Coast Conference,
will be without injured stars
Walter Davis and Tommy
LaGarde, but they do have the
homecourt advantage.
Two games in the. Midwest
Regional are on tap tonight in
Norman, Okla. Southwest
Conference champ Arkansas
meets Wake Forest and Big
Eight winner Kansas State
takes on Providence.
Cincinnati met Marquette
and Southern Illinois played
Arizona at Omaha, Neb., in
Midwest Regional afternoon
games.
The West Regional offered
perhaps the two best firstround matchups when UCLA
met Louisville at Pocatello,
Idaho, and San Francisco
went against Nevada-Las
Vegas at Tucson in afternoon
action. Long Beach StateIdaho Stale was the other
game in Pocatello while UtahSt: John's. N V , was the other
-- -

"If there's a
way the ne
tax law can
save you money,
we'll fmd
Henry W. BloC.,

The new 1976 tax law is full of changes.
New credits...new de'ductions...new
rules that affect you and every taxpayer.
But Block people are ready to help save
you money by taking every allowable
deduction and credit.

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

OFFICE HOB'. 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays,9 AM to 5 PM Sal.

\

Park, Md.; Provo, Utah;
Oklahoma City, Okla., and
Lexington, Ky. Thursday's
winners meet Saturday in the
regional finals, then the final
four survivors head for
Atlanta for the national semis
Saturday, March 26, and the
finals Monday, March 28.

Mounts Named
To All-State
Tourney Team

Agreement Reached
HAZEL PARK, Mich. (AP)
- Agreement has been
reached between the Hazel
Pak Race Track and striking
Local 79 of the Service
Employees Union on a new
tentative contract.
No details of the pact were
released. The union includes
cashiers and other workers at
the track.
Local President Herb Tyner
said Friday that a ratification
vote would be taken Wednesday. If the pact is approved, the track will open its
season March 18 with a special
10-race program that day.
The track had been
scheduled to open its 122-clay
meet on Feb. 25.
The meet still will run to
July 17, but 18 days will be
lost. A track spokesman said
that represents a loss of about
$2.5 million to the state,
horsemen and the track.

Jackie Mounts
Jackie Mounts,a forward on
the Murray State women's
basketball team was named to
the Kentucky all-tournament
team last week.
Mounts, a sophomore from
Springfield, Ohio, led Murray
in scoring during the season
with 18 points a game and in
rebounding with 13 a game.
She hit 47 per cent of her field
goal attempts and also led the
team in blocked shots, steals,
and assiks.
Mounts sat out all but nine
games her freshman season at
Murray because of a broken
ST. LOUIS AP)- St. Louis finger but played in all 26
Cardinals middle linebacker games this season. She
Greg Hartle, who played out averaged 12 points a game as
the option year of his contract a freshman.
Her best performance this
last fall, is likely to sign a
came
against
contract with the National season
when
Southeast
Missouri
she
Washington
Football League's
Globe- had 30 points and 20 rebounds.
the
Redskins,
A graduate of Greenon High
Democrat reported in today's
,)i in Springfield, Mounts
Se)o
editions.
The newspaper said the started for three seasons there
player had met several times and led her team to a 33-game
in recent weeks with Redsl.'is winning streak during her
junior and senior *wagons
Coach George Allen.
Hartle„ who was not Greenon lost only two games
available for comment, during the three seasons she
missed all but one 1976 game played there. She averaged 24
because of knee surgery. The points as a senior, 22 as a
third-year' player is the only junior, and 12 as a sophomore.
Mounts is the daughter of
NFL player ever drafted Out
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mounts of
of Newberry College.
Springfield.

Signing Likely

A brand-new reason why H&R
Block should do your taxes.

903 Arcadia St. 753-9204

game in Tucson.
All four games in the
Mideast Regional will be
played Sunday. Michigan
meets Holy Cross and Central
North
faces
Michigan
Carolina-Charlotte at
Bloomington, Ind., while
Middle Tennessee goes
against Detroit and Tennessee
meets Syracuse at Baton
Rouge, La.
The Michigan-Holy Cross
Tennessee-Syracuse
and
games _ will be televised
nationally by NBC.
The weekend's winners
advance to Thursday's
regional semifinals at College

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There is no element in
basketball more valuable than
experience.
And if you don't believe that,
then just ask Cary Miller.
Because if it weren't from
experience, Miller would be
sitting in the stands tonight as
a fan watching the First
Region Basketball Tourmament's _championship
game.
But because of that experience, Miller will be
coaching Murray High in the
Regional finals for the second
consecutive year after the
Tigers won a heartstopping
73 game over Lone Oak in the
semifinals Friday at the
Murray State Sports Arena.
Plagued with foul trouble
throughout the game, Miller
called on his trump card: his
bench. And the bench is all
that held the Xigers together
during a furious fourth
quarter surge by Lone Oak.
With only 64 seconds left in
the game and the score tied at
73 apiece, Lone Oak was
awarded possession of the ball
under their own basket.
"I told the kids to hold it for
one shot," Lone Oak coach
Albert Norris said.
"We were running what I
call our second guard offense.
We didn't really care who got
the ball for a shot," Norris
added.
Jimmy Houser got the ball
with only eight seconds left in
the game. Houser didn't keep
it very long. He went up and
tried a shot and 5-11 Tiger
guard Raymond Sims blocked
it.
Junior forward Frank
Gilliam then picked up the ball
and fired downcourt to the
fastbreaking Sims who hit the
bucket with just three seconds
left and Murray had a 75-73
win, so everyone.thought.
In fact, Paducah Tilghman
had even slormed on to the
court to begin warming up for
their semifinal battle with
Symsonia. But the officials
ruled there were still two
seconds left to go in the game.
"When you have to go 94 feet
and have only two seconds to
do it, you don't have much of a
chance," Norris said.
Lone Oak did manage a final
desperation heave that fell far
short and much too wide of the
small round hole sitting 10 feet
up in the air.
"Sims had his face to his
own basket and after the ball
hit the floor, all he had to do
was take off for the other end
while our kids all had their
backs to Murray's basket,"
sighed Norris.
"When they went into the
stall, we went into an
aggressive man-to-man
defense," Murray coach Cary
Miller said,
"That's some of the best
defense we've played all year,
that and in the second quarter," Miller added.
In the second quarter,
Murray did just about
everything right. Hitting the
first five points of the second
frame, the Tigers broke open
a 14-12 first quarter lead to
surge ahead 19-12.
Leading 32-26 in the final
minute of the half, Murray hit
the last six points of the
second quarter and pulled out
to a comfortable 38-26 lead at
intermission.
Murray drew first Olood in
the third period to thYthe lead
to 14 before Lone •Oak went
into a press. Then, for one of
the few times all season, the

Tigers slowly began to fall were just outstanding for us,"
Lone Oak bows out at 21-7
Miller said.
apart under the pressure.
while the Tigers will carry a
Sims added 11 points while 20-3 worksheet into tonight's 8
"We just weren't going to
the boards in the first half and Gilliam and Perry had 10, to p.m. championship game with
I felt with the press, we could round out the double digit Tilghnuin.
get more movement into our scoring for Murray High.
Norm
tg-tga ft4ta
For Lone Oak, which was
11)
game at both ends of the
1-2 1 1 11
5-13
45-28
outrebounded
by Sims
floor," Norris said.
3-3 3 2 23
64 14
10-15
Murray, Barry Tidwell fired Hare°41"
That they did.
4 4 13
WHIllih
0
2 16
2 4
4-4 16
3-13
But,the Tigers played much in 22 points while Houser Gilliam
of the third period without added 21 and Montgomery 11. Hudspeth
1 104 725
1-4 15-0477 45
34
Richardson "
1-2 14 2 10
4-0
forward Lindsey Hudspeth High-scoring Tony DeLuna PerTY
Totals
and Raymond Sims. Several was held to ust ei ht'slats.
n you
ye a cu
times, the Tigers could not ge
lam Oa
tt4ta rb pi tp
the ball down to the other end that's been there before, they
4-4 7 4 22
0-30
really want it. We're going to Houser
of the court.
34 2 2 21
6-14
2-4 6 4 1
34
"The press did bother us. have to be able to cut down on DeLons
—.4-10 34 4 1 11
But we were in foul trouble our fouls and still play Montgomery
1-2 3 9 5
2-2
Dreher
and that can hurt you of- aggressive defense if we Wilkins
34 04 3 5 6
3040
71 16 73
13-11
Totals
fensively and defensively," expect to win this thing
12 14 a 19-73
Lone Oak
though," Miller added.
Miller said.
14 24 30 17-75
litrmy
mi think we were actually a
little too deliberate against the
press," Miller added.
By the end of the third
period, Lone Oak had cut
Murray High's lead to just
four points at 58-54 and
Hudspeth and Sims were still
on the bench.
After Bill McHugh opened
the final quarter by hitting a
short jumper, Lone Oak
roared back with five straight
points and with 7:10 left in the
game, Murray led only 60-59.
But then McHugh came
back to hit from 20 feet and
Frank Gilliam hit two free
throws and Murray led 64-59.
With 4:17 left in the game and
Sims back in the lineup, the
Tigers held a seemingly safe
70-63 lead.
-dt
The lead was about as safe
as Harmon Killebrew would
have been trying to steal
second when Johnny Bench
was behind the plate.
Both teams traded baskets
before Lone Oak began their
final surge.
Houser hit from under with
2:45 left and was fouled. But
he missed the free throw and
Murray still held on to a slim
72-69 lead.
Just six seconds later, Sims
hit one of two free throws for
the final Tiger point until
when with three seconds left,
he hit the bucket that won the
game.
During those last two
minutes, Keith Montgomery
hit from five feet and Houser
hit a long jumper to tie it and
set the stage for the final, zany
minute.
Besides the experience,
there was another related
factor that played a key role in
the Tiger win: Murray hit 15 of
OVER THE MG MAN - Little Raymond Sims (10) fires ups
17 free throws in the game.
long juniper over the outstretched arms of 6-4 Tony Delano
"We've worked awfully
(35)of Lone Oak while Barry Tidwell(1$)of Lone Oak watches
hard on our free throw
the action.
shooting and in tournament
play, you have to be able to hit
the free throws," Miller said.
Ready For Your Own
"I think another ,big thing
was the rebounding. Andrea
Perry had 14 rebounds and at
one point, he just controlled
the boards by himself. And
OUR PRE-SEASON SPECIAL CAN
Frank Gilliam hat 12
•
SAVE YOU OVER 51,0001
rebounds and probabIrlitiad
costly
hours,
limited
pollution,
crowds,
the
of
Tired
one of his better rebounding
other
of
the
all
disadvantages
and
transportation,
games of his career," Miller
public pools and beaches. .
added.
Would you prefer the privacy, cleanliness, conalso having brilliant games
venience, economy,and safety of your own pool
were Bill McHugh and Brett
Harcourt. McHugh, who
Eddysille. K.
played super aggressive on
Route 1
Call 3813-9667 Collect To Arrange
defense, had 13 points while
For Your Free Estimate.
Harcourt, almost unstoppable
Any Site
Any Shape
in his last three outings, had 23
Simi Liner
Fiberglass
Stainless Steel
to lead the Tigers.
"McHugh and Harcourt

SWIMMING POOL?

PROGRESSIVE POOLS

Grand Opening
Monday,March 14, 1977

Bi-State Grain Co.
BOWLING
GARDEN CITY, N.Y. Dick Ritger of Beaver Falls,
Wis., holds the lead entering
the nationally-televised finals
of a $100,000 Professional
Bowlers tournament.
HORSE RACING
HAZEL PARK, Mich AgreerOent was reached
between the Hazel Park Race
Track ad striking Local 79 of
the Seriice Employees on a
new tentapve contract.
NEW YORK - Patriot's
Dream,$6, made a strong run
along the rail to win the $25,000
Needles Handicap by ita
lengths over Wolf Ruler.
HIALEAH, Fla. - Mount
Sterling, $8.20, beat Peppy
Addy by a length to take the
feature at Hialeah.

atPuryear, Tenn.
A Complete Seed Center for
Northrup King Seeds
A Full Line Of Garden Lawn and Posture Seed
Come In And Register For The
FREE Bag of Northrup King Seed Corn to be given away
Monday, March 14
—Refreshments Will Be Served All Dayi-

• Bi-State Gain Co.
mayear, Tenn,

rt (901)247-5307
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Tilghman Ousts Gutsy
Symsonia In Semifinals
LiJ
11

23
13
10
6
2
10
75

23

21

11
5
6
73
-73
-75

Big James Whittemore(5$)of %lama gees op far MI of his pilots over a
UNSTOPPABLE
pair of Tilghman players. Whittemore had 21 points and 13 Mosinee us he gutsy Symsonis
Rough Riders lost•heartbreaking 68-65 game to tits 'Tornado.
(stet rums by M.lroniee)

Victories Are Sweet Friday
For Blue Jays And Mariners
In other games:
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
-Reggie Smith's two4iat,
AP Sports Writer
Break up the Toronto Blue two-run blast, one of four Los
Jays...and while you're at it, Angeles homers, capped a
break up the Seattle Mariners, three-run ninth-inning rally
that lifted the Dodgers over
too.
Baseball's newest' fran- the-Thiston Red Sox 7-5.
chises will always have oc-Two-run homers by Willie
casion to look kindly upon Horton and 4oit4-Veryzer
Friday, March 11, 1977. It was powered the'Detroit Tigers
the day the Blue Jays and past the Minnesota Twins 10-1.
Mariners tasted victory for Minnesota's only tally was a
the first time.
home run by Dan Ford that
Granted they were only the cleared the wall at the 329-foot
exhibition variety, but any mark, brushed some palm
victory tastes sweet when trets and landed 100 feet
you're, expected to. lose a behind them.
bundle-during the season.
-The California Angels
The Blue Jays, who were
rained out of Thursday's tagged San Diego's Butch
scheduled opener, held- the Metzger, last year's rookie
New York Mets to three hits sensation, for eight runs in the
and made off with a 3-1 second inning and whipped the
Padres,8-2.
triumph.
-Cliff Johnson smacked a
`It was," said Manager Roy
Hartsfield, "a wonder day for three-run homer and the
all of us."
Meanwhile, the Mariners
proved fast learners. They
surrendered 16 runs. While
losing Thursday's opener to
Oakland 16-10 but turned right
around and polished off the
A's by a 16-7 count Friday.
"How can a club 2'12 hours
By The Associated Press
old beat an established club 16
Lloyd Free is honest about
years old?" chortled Peter
Bavasi, general manager of his shot-making potential.
"Guys have got to respect
the Blue Jays.
Elsewhere, three of last me from long range and they
year's division champs made know if they get close to me or
their spring debuts-the world give me room, I can always go
champion Cincinnati Reds get over them and score," says
under way today-and only the Philadelphia 76ers guard.
The Seattle SuperSonics saw
Kansas City came away a
all of Free's moves-and then
winner.
The American League West some-as he scOred 26 points
kings nipped- the National to pace Philadelphia's 126-122
Basketball
League East champion National
Philadelphia Phillies 2-1 when Association victory Friday
rookie U.L. Washington night.
In the other NBA games,the
singled with two out in the 10th
inning, stole second and Atlanta Hawks bested the
scored on a single by Dave Denver Nuggets 100-95; the
New York Nets tripped the
Nelson.
Meanwhile, Toby Harrah Phoenix Suns 82-73; the
slammed two home runs, Buffalo Braves stopped the
including a tie-breaking shot Chicago Bulls 95-90; the
in the seventh, to lead the Houston Rockets ripped the
Texas Rangers over the AL Indiana Pacers 124-109; the
East champion New York Kansas City Kings edged the
Portland Trail Blazers 114-112
Yankees 4-3.

Houston Astros stole eight
bases in an 8-5 decision over
'the Montreal Expos.
-Von Joshua collected four
RBI with a three-run homer
and a sacrifice fly and Sal
Bando homered to lead the
Milwaukee Brewers over the
Chicago Cubs,6-3. •
-Bob Coluccio scored on a
passed ball in the 10th inning
to give the Chicago White Sox
a 7-6 triumph over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
-Rick Manning singled
home the tie-breaking run in
the 10th inning as the
Cleveland Indians shaded the
San Francisco Giants, 10-8.
-Rookie second baseman
Bump Wills, son of former
major league star Maury
Wills, singled three times and
drove in two runs as the Texas
Rangers' B' squad beat the
Atlanta Braves,6-3.

Free Scores 26 To
Lead 76ers Victory

pened to us. I guess when
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor Allred went out, we had a little
There were three tornado letdown," Tilghman coach
warnings out for the local area Berny Miller said.
"There just weren't many
Friday night. Two were issued
by the United States weather good spots in the game,though
we did have a- couple of big
service..
The other was issued by a steals late. I don't know what
large throng of Paducah it was but something
Tilghman fans who had come definitely happened to us,"
to cheer on their Blue Tornado Miller added in the silent
team against Symsonia in the Tilghman locker room.
What happened was simply
semifinals of the First Region
was this: A man has cancer
Basketball Tournament.
ts-he-fekbee&-AB iree-turnett-vuttcr-be--an is
only a little ripple across the He battles the odds, he fights
with all the heart he has.
water and not tornadoes.
Tilghman Symsonia lost, they didn't die.
Paducah"We've played that way all
struggled to a 68-65 win 'over
the year. That's why we finished
Symsonia,
gutsy
sweetheart team of the with such a good record. This
is the hardest-working bunch
tourney.
And had not All-Region of kids you could ever want to
standout Tim Allred been see," Butler said.
Throughout the third
injured in the second quarter
and had to sit out the rest of quarter, everyone kept
the game, it could have been waiting and waiting for it to
the 'Tornado that might have happen. It didn't.
The "tornado" didn't come
been blown out of the gym.
Allred, who had already because the Blue Tornado only
scored 13 points, went up on scored six points in the third
the offensive boards and came quarter. Symsonia, on guts
down the wrong way on his alone along with some super
foot. At the time, there was passing from Mark- McMantis,
3:10 left in the first half and scored 14 and led 50-48 going
the Rough Riders held a 35-34 into the final quarter.
Symsonia scored the first
lead.
Over the next two minutes, basket of the fourth frame as
Tilghman outscored Symsonia Whittemore hit on an offensive
8-1 and carried a 42-36 -lead rebound. From there until
into the locker room at half- midway through the quarter,
Symsonia held a two-point
time.
Nobody thought Symsonia lead.
Then with 4:54 left in the
would stand a chance without
game, . All-Region guard
Allred.
"We let him go out and shoot Delbert Shumpert hit from 15
a few at halftime and I knew feet and tied the game at 56
that he wouldn't be able to apiece. Then two consecutive
Mine back and play. If he had baskets by Chris Davis gave
played, it would have only Tilghman a 60-56 lead.
hurt us," Symsonia coach Don Fans began filing out as the
Tilghman lead reached seven.
Butler said.
"With or without Tim, we And with 1:19 left in the game,
were ready to play. We came Tilghman led 66,61 after
here with the intention of Shumpert had hit .from inside.
With 53_ seconds left,
winning and when Tim got
hurt,everyone else just picked Whittemore hit on a rebound
it up a little bit," Butler ad- and it was 66.637 Then after
Shumpert turned the ball
ded.
Symsonia didn't fold. They over, the 'Riders again scored
didn't quit. What they did do when Whittemore again • hit
was put on one of the guttiest from under with 23 seconds
performances any team has left and it was 66-65.
ever put on at the MSU Sports Keith Kelly had the chance
to be a hero. He goofed when
Arena.
They played as a team, they with 11 seconds left, he missed
ran their plays to near per- the front side of a bonus and
fection and 6-4 James Whit- Chris McClure rebounded for
temore became a one-man Tilghman.
Jumping machine as he But Kelly stole the ball from
McClure and was imcontrolled the boards.
"I don't know what hap- mediately fouled with six
seconds left. Kelly quickly
went back to his non-heroic
TENNIS
JOHANNESBURG, South ways as he missed two free
Africa - Top-seeded Bjorn throws but Richard Abraham,
Borg cruised to a 6-3. 6-2 a 6-3'02, 235-pound sophomore
victory over • South African monster, rebounded. He
Frew McMillan to gain a berth missed his first try then again
in the quarter-finals of a rebounded and fired in the ball
and Tilghman had the game
$150,000 tennis championship
LAKEWAY, Texas - Vijay won.
"If Allred hadn't hurt his
Armitraj of India stunned
Italy's Adriano Panatta 2-6, 6- ankle, I think Symsonia would
3, 6-3 in the first round of a hale won it," Miller said.
"We didn't play a good floor
8200,000 Tournament of
game. I thought both teams
Champions.
DALLAS- Unseeded Greer had. to play too cautiously
Stevens of South Africa beat because the officiating was so
Kathy Harter of Los Angeles tight," Miller added.
Both of Miller's comments
7-5, 6-3 to reach the semifinals
of the $100,000 Dallas women's were true. First of all, had not
Allred been hurt and watched
pro tennis tournament.

and the Los Angeles Lakers
beat the Washington Bullets
94-91.
Philadelphia twice led by 25
points, the last time at 73-48
with one second left in the first
hadf. But it took Free's
last-quarter
consistent
shooting to cool a Seattle
corrieback.
The Sonics gradually
narrowed the gap and trailed
98-85 after three periods
behind Slick Watts, Dennis
Johnson and Mike Green. A
pair a-baskets by Johnson in
the final quarter put Seattle
within 112-107, but Free hit a
long jumper to increase
Philadelphia's lead to seven.
Julius Erving matched Free's point total for the 76ers.
Hawks 100, Nuggets 95
Armond Hill made two free
throws with four seconds
remaining to help Atlanta beat
Denver. Hill scored 26 points
and John Drew 25 to lead the
Hawks. High scorers for the
Nuggets were David Thorppson with 26 points and Boll),
Jones with 17.
Nets 82,Suns 73
Mike Bantom scored six
points and pulled down 10
The Murray State University two-mile relay team has
rebounds in the third quarter
qualified for the finals in the'NCAA Indoor Track and Field
West Side to spark the New York Nets
Championships at Cobo Hall in Detroit.
of
309N. 16th
over Phoenix. The loss
The Racers had the second best time in the preliminaries,
snapped a three-game losing
Campus
which were held Friday afternoon.
streak and a five-game home
Oklahoma won the heat, finishing in 7:36.0 while Murray
losing streak for the Nets. The
was second in 7:36.3. Bowling Green finished third but was
Suns have lost 11 in a row.
disqualified so Villanova moved into the finals.
Braves 95, Bulls 90
In the other heat, Illinois won with a 7:38.7 while Nebraska
Randy Smith scored 35 7_ . ,was second and Adelphi was third. Those six teams will be in
points as Buffalo beat Chicago 5 the finals today.
and snapped the Bulls' sevenRacer coach Bill Cornell said there is a possibility of the
game winning streak. Smith
two-mile relay being shown on live television, since the
March 11th through the 18th
hit 14 of 23 shots, including the
NCAA Championships are being covered by a major netkey basket of the game with 41
work.
"Nome of the King Size Sandwich"
to play,--whieh-exseconds-.
The finals in the two-mile relay will begin at 2:10 p.m. local
Bar-B-Q Pork or Beef
tended the Braves' lead to 91time.
86.
Martyn Brewer led off for Murray State and ran his halfRockets 124, Pacers 109
mile leg in 1:54.6 while Tony Keener followed with a 1:54. The
Rudy Tomjanovich scored
third leg was run in 1:54.3 by Dave Warren while Pat Chimes
Purchase One Sandwich
13 points in the last six
anchorectirtl:53.+.
minutes of play to lead
Get The Second One For
Brewer is a junior while the other three are all freshmen.
Indiana.
over
Houston
"I think that's quite a feat for three freshmen to come up
Price
Tbmjanovich finished the
here and qualify for the finals, considering all the pressure on
,game with 27 points to lead all
them," Cornell said.
50
scopers.- t.
"The time wasn't near as good as our best time we've run
Kings 114, Blazers 112
this year but the track is a board surface and the curves are
Brian Taylor scored four
extremely tight. It takes 11 laps to make a mile so that gives
points in the final 40 seconds to
you an idea how tough the track is," Cornell added.
give Kansas City a close
Some of the teams that did not qualify includfd Eastern
victory over Portland. The
Michigan, Bowling Green, Idaho State, Michigan and PenTrail Blazers, who lost three
nsylvania.
players by fouls in the fourth
The Racers need only to beat one team today in the t trials to
No Substitutions
quarter, again played without
qualify for All-America honors, however, Cornell hopes his
,-Plenty of Free Parking
injured center Bill Walton.
team can finish in the top three.

RESTAURANT

BA It*13•0
SP!('1.1LIST

Spring Break
Bargain Festival
"Luncheon"
All Sandwiches

1/2
Meat, 2 Vegetables si
and Dessert "Cobbler" I
Our Fabulous Salad Bar
Over 25 Items s15°

Racer Two-Mile Relay
Team In NCAA Finals

the rest of the game from the Butler added.
Marshall County, added 19,'
That he did. In the first half,
bench, Symsonia would have
Symsonia closes its season,
Whittemore took six shots and with a 26-5 record while Tilgh• :won.
Secondly, Tilghman did not hit four. And in the second man takes a 24-7 mark 111UI
have a good floor game as half, he took seven and hit six. tonight's championship battle •
they somehow managed to He finished with 21 points and with Murray High. And the
13 rebounds.
make 26 turnovers.
Tigers are hoping to win the
However, Abraham of rubber game of the match.
"I thought Mark McManus
did"ri good job, what time he Tilghman went one-up on
In 1974, Murray won 6745 in
was not in foul trouble," Whittemore. Abraham took the Regional finals over Tilgheight shots in the first half and man. Last year, Murray High
Butler said.
"He made about 10 key hit all eight. For the game, he lost to Tilghman,'68-52.
passes and really had some was 12 for 17 from the floor
beautiful assists to Whit- and three of four from the fine
-*mere.4 feit--Whitbeniere-‘44,F-3Z-poiata-Sluinipast,...wha—
6-10 1-1 4 2 13
Allred
probahly played one of his had 32 in Wednesday's Whittemore...,"
1043 1-7 13 2 ,Z
24 o4 4 3 4
best games of his career," opening round win over J..,
R. McManus
Pt McManus
Dowsung
McClure .
Ramage
Totals

2-7 0-0 1 3 4
6-13 2-2 2 4 14
1-3 4-4 4 1 I
14 04 1 2 2
04 1-1 0 0 1
2143 915 31 17 15

flYglirea-fte
3-4 6
6-14
Znanpert
6-7 5
3-6
Davu
3-4 7
12-17
Abraham
4.402
Sutton
04 2
1.3
Kelly
23-48 12-19 37
Totals
25 11 14
Sri:sauna
19 23 6
TIIghnuin
Attendance 7200

lP
3 19
4 12
327
2 I
4 2
16 611
15-16
20-61

Softball Meeting
Set For Wednesday
The Men's Softball League
will meet Wednesday, March
16, at 7:30 p.m. at the D and %vAd
Auto Parts, 107 North Seventh
Street, Murray, according to
Carlee Saylors, president.
Each team who plans to
have a team in the league this
year is asked to have the
coaches or repr,esentatives
present at the meeting.
Saylors said persons may call
him at 753-7979 for further
information.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobecribers

who brae not

ieceived tins lionso-iiiiiivered
copy of The lawns" Leaps -IL
Tines by 3:30 p. at. 119enleyfriday or by 3:30 p..... Sitar.
cal 751-111144y1 Sri
.betwom 5:30 p. le. sal 6 p.
nonsley.hisley, es 3:311 p...
sad 4 p. a. Saterdays, to lasers
delivery of the newspaper. Calio
nest be pined by 6 p. n.

BLEW AN EASY ONE - Mike Jones(Si) of Symsonia blow an
easy one here as he misses this shot, which Tilghinon's Rico
%Won(22)defends. •

Iris is 4p. n. Setwdeys to
oyerentee delivery.

"ARE WE
HEADING
FOR
NATIONAL
SUICIDE?"
"What,is it going to take to make people understand
that unless we solve our energy problems, we are headed
for national suicide? What we need as we face the energy
future are some broad guidelines that are clear and
incontrovertible.
Among them are:
A program to reduce dependence on foreign oil as
quickly as possible;
A-realization that the people will demand more energy
in the future, not less;
That energy conservation is vital;
That the benefits of environmental protection a:11.1.st
justify the costs;
And that both coal and nuclear resources must be
developed."
Aubrey J. Wagner, TVA Chairman of the Board

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
•
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2 Notice

2 Notice

1. Legal Notice

NOTICE - SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 502436-8806.

I WILL NO LONGER be
responsible for anyones
debts other than my
own. Billy Travis.
2. Notice
ot'NT FOR L'HRIST by
ular Bible Study and
Worship. Free rides,
Nlciaorial Baptist. tall

NOTICE - SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
call 502For information
_ _
436--11511b.

DO YOU believe:tie Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a recoris-alse-ear
hint
_ business phone.
SHOULD JAY DIAMOND
be taken off WKYQFMc13 hPraltf' of his
foot-in-mouth , disease?
WKYQ management
has told Mr. Diamond,
morning personality 5 a.
m.-TO •a. m. that if
enough listeners tell us
to remove him from the
airwaves, we will take
proper action even
though he was voted
Country Disc Jockey of
the Year by the Country
Music Association in
Nashville. Just because
Loretta Lynn writes him
love letters is no reason
knows
that
he •
everything
about
everything. It is kinda
interesting that Mr.
Diamond rarely ever
gives his name on his
show. Is he afraid of
WKYQsomething?
SAM-10AM.
FM93.
Listen at your own risk.

JLi57
5
ON SHORE
u.,ASinE7
--3•('-`'
‘L'E

"

,

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Hoknan Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

e

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
E. B. Brandon, Dec'd, G.
T. Brandon, 705 S. 12th,
Murray, Ky., Executor
Marjorie N. Jeffrey N-KA Marjorie. N. Clifford,
Dec'd, James Jeffrey,
Route 3, Benton, Kentucky, Executor
Taylor Underhill, Dec'd,
Ronnie Underhill, 1659
Ryan, Murray, Ky.,
Executor
J. Gingles Walls, Dec'd,
Juliet Wallis and Joe
Dick, 810 Olive St.,
CoKy.
Murray,
Executors
Mitante 1. §,ykea,, Dec'd,
Mary Elizabeth Sykes
Hutson, 806 -Minerva,
Murray, Ky., Executrix
Ben Waldrop, Dec'd,
Kenneth C. Imes,
AclMurray, .K.y.„
ministrator
Louis Nanny, Dec'd,
Charles L. Nanny, Route
2, Murray, Ky., Administrator
All persons having claims
against said estates are
notified to present them
to the Administrator or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
or
Administrator
Executors in due course
of law.
This 7 day of March, 1977.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
O.U.R. CLUB
1950's DANCE" March
19, 1977 American
Legion Hall at 6th &
of
Suppef
Maple
hamburgers, F.F. &
coke Dance contest $25.00 in prize money.
Supper 6:30 to 8:00
Dance 8:00 til - ?
Donation $2.00. Tickets
Monavailable at
tgomery Ward.

ThERES
u.)E COULD SoW
NC ,A.ATER HE RAN iNTO

u),TH

ARO,Nri"." THE BALL
HERE ' • 5 1-1EAC):

k
.t• ,

NEii ER HE'S PIZOBAr3L'i•
5EEN 1-11,1 •
50L';•%ER

FEFCRE • El'ORNAL;..,
HAVE Ll'Oi.1 7? TO CAMP..

"Thanks
Jack,
We Love
It!"

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 SOuth 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear- entrance.

Annette .
Barry
Chi is

•

-c.

Pennyrile
Tours Offer:

GET OR? SLIT
IT'S 7.31E FOR
SEP,.5,AIZE'E

6E7 al'
BEETLE

2. Notice

Nowa Tour, All 4 Islands,
Jane 11, 1977 • June 25,
1977
'
Mexico ey Air, July 16.
1977- July 27, 1977
California, Yosemite and
Golden West,. August 1,
1977 - August 17, 1977
NOT TILL Y0,1
w40-1 Tai0.5E

Mackinac Island Tour,
August la, 1977 - August
14, 1977

5.pcga.,

For further
formation call..

in-

Ruth Blackwood - Tour
Representative, 203
So. 8th St., 753-3934
or 753-2827.

,TNE DEEP
WOODS..

WHAT
A BAD
PKOMEt47
FOR THAT
LET TER To
ARRIVE..

LETTER
FOR YOU,
pi ANA .

6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted

Special 10% Off
Gold & Yellow
in the
Kouatry Kitchen
Ends March 14th
Stark's Hardware
12th 6. Poplar
Our 30th Year"

5 lost And Found
FOUND FEMALE Boxer
with black collar and no
name tag. Found by
De V aritrs7till 7534081
MISSING NEAR 16th and
Sycamore. Dachshund
and Terrier riiix. All
black. Answers to
Modine. Call 753-2437.
Reward.
LOST PAIR of bifocals in
leather case. If found
please return to Bill
Cutchin, 1504 Chestnut
St., Murray, Ky.
6 Help Wanted
TELEPHONE SALES,
tickets. Experienced or
will train person with
strong sales aptitude.
Write Mr. Albright, 32X,
Murray.
WEEKLY
$200.00
possible stuffing envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.
OFFICE MANAGER in
office.
dental
Bookkeeping exrequired.
perienced
Send resume to Box 659,
Murray.
WANTED: Babysitter for
after school and some
Saturdays. Call'753-8008
after 6:30 p. m.
WANT SOMEONE TO
sub for paper route. Call
753-5447 after 5 p. m.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE is
now
accepting applications for emthe
ployment
in
following areas. Applications are being
accepted for cooks, bus
persons, line personnel,
hostesses. Apply in
Sirloin
at
person
Restaurant,
Stockade
between 8 and 7.
$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
UnSPARETIME!
believably, excitingly
selfSend
- easy!
addressed and stamped
eritelope to Box 1824,
ClEveland, Ohio 44106.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested edit Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
RA75!..L.157 WHEN HE
AAS ABOUT 70 Aft
HER TO MARRY
HIM..,'

SALES
LIMITED TRAVEL
S.W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekly
draw plus training incentives from $200.00
to $350.00 against
liberal commission.
Senior salesmen earning $18,000 to $45,000.
Management opportunities.
include:
Fringes
Hospitalization, Life
Profit
Insurance,
Sharing, Retirement.
You receive sales
the
training- in
territory.
Our products are
and
non-technical
readily learnable.
We sell chemical
specialfief-to- The"'InFood
dust rial,
processing, Automotive and Institutional
markets. High. quality
bring
products
repeat
profitable
sales.
You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background optional. A late model
car required.
Send Resume:

DIRECTOR
OF SALES
DELTA FOREMOST
CHEMICAL
CORPORATION
P.O. Box 30310
Memphis, Tenn.
38130
An equal oppertunity
plo),er

em-

$200.00 Weekly possible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188, Albany, MO
64402.
LOCAL RESIDENT 'for
full time sales position.
Over $20,000 potential
plus benefits. Send
resume to P.0. Box 193,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY - area
National
of
office
Company will add 1
person to staff in order
to serve the Murray
area. If you want to be
your own boss and want
no limit to your earnings, call between 10 a.
m. and 2 p. m. collect if
necessary, 502-443-8293.

WANTED
TV AND STEREO
Technician to take
over good going service
business. Right party
can average 12 to
$15,000 a year. WRITE
LEDGER & TIMES, Box
322.

LADIES - WOULD you
like a private home
fashion showing and get
free clothing or a part
time job with high
earnings. Call 753-8797
or 247-8935.

MR. L'S
RESTAURANT
Has opening for
waitress for 7 a.m. to
2 p.m. Experience
necessary. Also first
class cook for 7 a.m.2 p.m. shift. Must be
able to bake pastries
and cook variety of
vegetables.
Call
Hillman Lyons, 7530303 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

7
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"NATIONALLY KNOWN
advertising firm desires
person familiar with
Murray to serve as
welcoming hostess. You
will be calling on new
families moving to
Murray and will be
representing some of
your leading merchants.
Must
car
have
available. Ideal Opportunity for person
desiring
interesting
part-time employment.
Prefer person with 2
or
years
college
business experience.
Call 502-842-5566 or
Write: Community
Greeting Service, P. 0.
Box 1092, Bowling
Green, Kentucky 42101."
tELFFHONE &ALM
tickets. Experienced or
will train person with
strong sales aptitude.
Write Mr.-41bright, Box
32X, Murray.

AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

19 Farm Equipment
CASE TRACTOR, 530
diesel with Freeman
3000 loader. $4000.
Tuffline pickup disc,
$400. Call 436-2139.
1963 CHEVROLET truck,
2 ton, grain bed and twin
hoist. $2,000. Call 7539502.
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long_ bin. Early season.
on Baughman during
March.

WELL ESTABLISHED HEAVY STEEL tank.
local and mail-order
Approximately 750
wholesale
Bait
gallons. Ideal for water
'busiiiess:'25- turdt
-or ftiet storrigcrain
counts. Absolutely
8856.
unlimited
potential.
Includes all stock and SEARS RIDING LAWN
135 MF TRACTOR. Call
interests. Ideal family
mower. 32" cut. 7 h. p. 3
after 5 p. m. 753-0379.
business. Owner will
years old. Good con•
Projierty-rof-sare---chilll 75143001- NOTHING BETTER
separately or together.
THAN Adams hard
Serious inquiries only. ONE HYDRAULIC chair
surfaced plow points.
753-2418.
and hair dryer. Call 435Also regular points,
4554.
chisel points, cultivator
WANTED shovel and sweeps.
AUTOMOBILE CleanMATERNITY CLOTHES,
Vinson Tractor Co. 753Up and detail man. If
size 12. Regular size 12.
4892.
you're good - give me a
Clothes spring and
call. Excellent opsummer. Excellent
SPECIALS. Heavy duty
portunity for right man.
condition. Call 753-5890.
truck tool boxes, $89.95.
Tenn.
Call Humboldt,
Standard boxes, $79.95.
901-784-2002.
APPROX
Vinson Tractor Co., 75350,O0Ou.
4892.
14 Want To Buy
in Mucj
1442-5
COINS AMERICAN and
D-6 CATERPILLAR
foreign. Also old gold.
Dozer, serial no. 22561.
16. Home Furnishings
Call 753-9232.
Hydraulic blade oil
clutch. Good condition.
ONE TWIN BED, washer
WILL BUY STANDING
Call Ralph Henry, 522and dryer, cheap. One
timber. Large or small
8400 after 7 p. m.
leather, swivel chair
tracks. Top prices paid.
and odds and ends. Call
Up to $400 per thousand
8' DERBON mowing
after 5 p. m. or Fridays
b. f. for clear white oak
machine. Good conafter 10 a. m., 753-6790.
20" and above. Pay cash
dition, Call 436-2149.
or work on shares. Will
AMERICAN
EARLY
also buy logs. Call (502)
7' LISLISTON clipper in
- living room suite.
753-2359, call collect.
good condition. Call 436Dining room suite and
2149.
buffet. Good condition.
WOODED LAND, 1 or
Call 7*0302.
more acres. Call 753JOHN DEERE Tractor,8
3717.
ft. wheel disc, good
COUCH, LOVE SEAT,
condition. $800. Call 436excellent
condition.
FEATHERBEDS
wan2294.
sewing
Breakfast,
ted. Goose. Highest
machine, king bed,
prices paid. Write Box
MODEL
In1973
linens, chest. Call 75313, Route 1, Almo, Ky.
ternational dozer. TD 15
8622.
42020. Give location. Will
c. Semi-U tilt blade. Call
Call.
at night or early morPORTABLE G.E. washer
ning, C. C. Clark, Route
'and Maytag dryer, $150.
1, Kirksey, Ky. Call 480-__
WANTED
3
speed
Ward
Montgomery
2670.
transmission for a
stereo, $100. All in exriding lawn mower. Call
cellent condition. New
H FARMALL tractor. In
753-7581 after 4:30 p. m.
concrete steps. $50. Call
good condition. $500.
437-4155.
Call 492-8354 after 4 p.m.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
SEARS KENMORE 23.1
FORD
FOUR ROW
wrecked cars needed.
cu.ft. chest freezei% Will
DRILL,2 years old. Call
527-1315
or
474-8854.
Call
trade for smaller model
489-2401.
or make offer. Also
FREE!
WHOLESALE
metal office desk and
35 MASSEY FERGUSON
Jewelry Catalog! Exchair. Call 753-5755.
tractor. Call after 5, 436clusive Designers'
5473.
Collections! Bargains
USED MAYTAG Skinny
galore!
Box
1824,
Mini, washer and dryer
MASSEY
GOOD
Celveland, Ohio 44106.
combination. Great for
disc
FERGUSON
small apartment or
harrow. Two row corn
trailers. No special
15. Articles For Sale
planter., Manure
required.
plumbing
spreader. Massey
WEED EATERS, Clippie
Price,$150 for both. Call
Ferguson plow. two 12".
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
753-612'7.
Howard
Contact
Needle model 500459.95.
Brandon, 753-4389.
Cleaners
Vacuum
17
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
20 Sports Equipment
Tenn.
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
14' ALUMINUM boat, 20
MILLIONS OF RUGS
vacuums, starting at
h. p. Johnson and
have been cleaned with
$45.00. We rebuild your
trailer. A new sea scope
Blue
Lustre.
It's
vacuum for $29.95. Call
fish finder and trolling
America's finest. Rent
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
motor. Call 753-1961.
electric shampooer. Big

HELP WANTED. Apply
in person, Racer Oil Co.
Chestnut.

-k -AVE YOU
-.\a/AN'S SEEN
s•-_\

THOUSANDS USED
paperbacks. 44 price,
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
808 Chestnut, formerly
Christian Book Store.
Call 753-4821.

10 Business Opportunity

tal

HEADJS
ON 7.,E
,
805,-tvAS-A-COCONLJT

15. Articles For Sale

K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
.,
FIVE HORSE POWER
chain drive garden
30
Used
tractor.
minutes. $200. Can be
seen 407 South 8th.
TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 4354263.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
18. Sewing Machines
TWO YEAR OLD Singer
Futura II. Free arm
sewing machine. EXcellOnt condition. Call
753-0613.
19. Farm Equipment

FOR
SALE
BAR
EQUIPMENT - Double
Tap draft beer box, 32
gallon capacity, excellent condition. $650.
Steam range for deli,
with electric, steam
pump, excellent condition, $150. Smoked
glass mirror, 3'x10',
$100. Hot dog cooker,
$20. White oak whiskey
barrels, $15.00 each.
Miscellaneous
beer
signs, lights. The Apple,
Puryear, Tenn. 901-2479902.

FOR
SALE
55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton Tile
and Marble
612 Se 9th

6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-58711
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for
spring.
AgriProductsras them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 941 6865,
Paducah, Ky.
ONE. HIDE-A-BED
couch. Makes queen size
bed. Two }ears old. $75.
-can 753-7580 after 3.
23 DELUXE Signature
deep freeze. $175. Call
437-4195.

SALE: • 14'
FOR
CHEROKEE, bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
the
Die-Hard batter
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
14' POIARCRAFT boat,
motor and trailer. 200
pole.
trailer
amp
Camper topper for long
wheel base pickup. Call
437-4846.
40 H. P. ELECTRIC start
Johnson, 15' Richline
boat and trailer. All for
$800. Call 436-5676.

[13

20 Sports Equipment
10 SPEED RALEIGH
bike. Just like new. GE
portable record player.
Call 753-7417 or 435-4489.
FOR SALE ALUMINUM
boat 14" Aro.802 N. 18th,
Murray.
100 FT. ALUMINUM
semi-V fishing boat, like
new. $100. Call 753-2508.
14 FT. LONE STAR
V-bottom
aluminum
boat and trailer. $250.
Call 753-2370 after 4 p.
m.
1971 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6883.
sleeps 6, electric head.
Plenty of storage. Air
conditioner. Depth
finder. Fish locator.
Very clean. 1975 Mercury 50 h. p. Outboard
ipstalled last fall. Slip
72. Call 753-8056.
22 Musical
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
MODEL 4059 Wurlitzer
organ. Maple finish.
Good condition. Ideal air
hockey table. Call 4354238 between 5:30 and
9:00 p. m.
AUDION CHORD organ
console, major, minor
base. Instruction books,
barely used. Price
$45.00. Call 436-5351.
24 Miscellaneous
ENGLISH SADDLE nd
bridle, $90. Large
wooden desk,60" x 36" x
30", $75. Call 753-9312
After 4.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses.
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY, MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
26 TV Radio
NEW 23 CHANNEL CB
radios. Full power, full
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
Antennas, trunk or roof
top mount only $9.95.
Tennessee Liquidation
Warehouse Store, Court
Square, Paris, Tenn.
You save more at our
liquidation store.
OVERSTOCK
REDUCTION sale.
Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare. Sisson's
• Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1970 NORRIS mobile
home. $6,000. Call 7533047.
1972 CHALLENGER
mobile home. Furnished
lots of extras. Good
condition. Good pride.
Call 1-527-8012 or 1-5278403.:
10 x 50 MOBILE HOME.
In real good condition.
$2,400. Call 753-4545 or
753-6763.

WE SELL„MURRAY,
QUALITY AND SELECTION
_

An outstanding heme,with 3 bedrooms, fireplace, patio, teatrail heat and air, and gmsge. Located north on 641 on over me
acre of prop•rty. Ideal for only 545,0001
Priced t• sell at oWy $23,500. This refreshing 3 Mariam
bane has wall to will carpeting, disivresleirr, disposal, outside
storage, WI ens 905 150 lot.
living ruin, living room, kitchen with dish/usher, patio, mod
2 cm garage. This delighthil Mime is on 3 acres mod yea most
see it?. intim the coantry location. Priced at $34,900.

Wilson
Insurancp ,?nd RAI/ Fcr,4,4 Agency, Inr
202 5.46IL

Phew 753-3243
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36 For Rent Or lease
FOR SALE
1974
Schultz 14 'it 70, 3
bedroom, ail electric
central air condition,
and heat, steps, deck,
underpinning, and 10 x
10 metal outbuilding.
Phone 753-8428.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
wuitshop. New
deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6p. m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
1,,H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
MOBILE HOME. Two
bedroom. Call 753-3539.
1973 DOUBLE WIDE
Homette, 24x62, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, stove
and refrigerator.
Central air and heat.
Call 753-4827.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER, $95.00 per
month. Call '753-3473.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT ground
for beans. Call 489-2662
after 5.
COUPLE WITH one child
want 2 bedroom unfurnished house. Call
436-2430 after 6 p. m.
MARRIED
COUPLE
wants to rent 1 or 2
bedroom house in the
country off the main
highways. Call after
4:30 498-8637, John Boyd.
32 Apartments For Rent
GARAGE APARTMENT,
4 rooms up, 2 down.
-Water furnished and
yard mowed. Call 7535733.

43 Real Estate

ONE
ROOM
EFFICIENCY. Olive Street
Apartments. Close to
campus. Call Van
Haverstock, at 753-4451
or 753-8618.
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control.
100 South 13th.
TWO
BEDROOM
apartment. $85.00 per
month-Call-753-7874.
TWO
BEDROOM
apartment. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-9741 after S.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.
34 Houses For Rent
FOR RENT OR SALE
Two bedroom, big living
morn and 6ig kitchen.
Carport and front porch.
In Hardin. Call 753-6791.
BEDROOM
THREE
1
2 miles from
house.'3/
city limits. Deposit and
references required.
Call 753-6753.

ME.
Lion.
) or

43 Real Estate

FOR LEASE - Building, COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale in
20x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
the city and county.
753-8881.
Several listings suitable
for small business including auto clean-up
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
and repair, retail store
retail store building on
and residence comsouth side court square
bination. Phone us today
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
at Kopperud Realty 753Call Dal Boyd, 1-2471222. We provide "a
2833.
complete range of Real
37 livestock SJpphes
Estate Service.
STANDING AT STUD.
Registered 5 gaited
saddle horse. Rpom for DO YOU have some
money to _invest, but
visiting mar
Call 753don't knnw whAt 9(01119
Think about this. A
GAITED PLEASURE
house
near
the
horse. Aged gelding.
university on Main
Excellent disposition,
Street. It is presently
health and training.
rented on a yearly basis.
Shown. stiereccfully._ Yoe-more.-Woman=
Trail ride experienced.
phone us today. John C.
$600. Call 753-9894
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
nights.
Main St., 753-0101 or call
Bob Rodgers, 753-7116.
30 JERSEY cows and 10
springing Heifers. Call BEAUTIFUL HOME in
C. L. Tidwell, 435-4363.
rustic setting close to
town. House has 4
38 Pets Supplies
bedrooms, 3 baths,
central heat and air, 2
FOR SALE AKC Toy
fireplaces, wall to wall
Poodles. Call 753-6379.
carpet.
Kitchen
equipped
with
range,
TWO
AKC
dishwasher, disposal,
REGISTERED
black
and compactor. Walkout
and
tan
German
to
patio from first floor.
Shepherd puppies. $35.
Situated on 16.5 acres.
Call 753-2329. Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
BOSTON
TERRIER,
MAJORS
REAL
registered AKC, stud
ESTATE.
service. Call 753-5048.
AKC
MINIATURE
female Dachshund
puppy, Champion blood
lines, $60. Also AKC
miniature Dachshund
stud service, red-black
and tan, 61
/
2 to 91
/
2 lbs.,
$20 or choice puppy. Call
1-527-9700.
AKC REGISTERED OLD
English. Sheepdog
puppies, 2 months old.
Also 3 year old female
St. Bernard and 6 month
old female white German Shepherd. Call 7536412 or 753-0957 after 4.
39 Poultry

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished apartment at
304 South 12th. Call 7533554.

IP

41. Public Sales
MOVING-CARPORT
Sale, Saturday 10:005:00 p. m. 1015 Story
(behind
Avenue
Southside IGA Clothes
(sizes 5-12), purses, odds
and ends.
3 Real Estate
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK
home
in
Meadowlane Subdivision. Just listed and
priced at only $27,500.
Let us show you this
home
by
phoning
Kopperlid Realty, 7531222. You can depend on
us for full time cornpetent, Real Estate
Service.
EXCELLENT DUPLEX
lots, water, sewer,
blacktop and gutters.
Reasonable. Contact
Howard Brandon. 7534389.
BY OWNER - 5 acre
mini farm with nearly new modern -brick
home, 8 miles from Ky.
Lake on Highway 94.
Approximately 2500 sq.
ft. living area, plus large
2 car garage and
workshop. This home
has many appealing
appointments that must
be seen to appreciate.
Phone for appointment,
753-2957.

NEW LISTING . .
.Minutes from town, 4
bedrooms,2 baths, large
utility room, comfortable living room,
kitchen. Completely
.carpeted, electric heat,
storm windows, located
on 2 wooded acres.
Low 30's... Call 753-1492
today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors is quickly
becoming a houseSOLD
word.
THINK
OF
THE
possibilities! Do you
own a mobile home, but
long for a home of your
own? Now is the time for
you to buy this tract of
almost five acres. It is
equipped to handle three
mobiel homes, with well
and septic system
already in place. You
could live in the mobile
home while you build
the twine of your
dreams
the
on
remaining acreage. You
could either rent the
mobile home pads or sell
the acreage you would
not need. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main , St., 753-0101 or
Pam Rodgers, 753-7116.
NEW LISTING - Nice
duplex at 607 Elm
Street. Two bedroom,
built-in kitchen, living
room -dinette
combination, one bath on
both sides, wall to wall
carpet. Stove,
refrigerator freezer
combination. All drapes
and two bedspreads on
one side included.
Carport and brick
garage and 10 x 12 metal
storage building. Two
paved drives, on nice
lot. Near downtown,
school, hospital, church
arid grocery. A real
apbargain.
By
pointment
only.
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, phone 7535842.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alrnd on blacktop
road Call 753-4418

187 ACRES, four miles
south of Puryear, Tn.
115-120 acres of open
land. $500 per acre. Call
492-8459 or 753-4751 or
see Tom Scruggs.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651

44 Lots For Sale
EXCELLENT LOTS in
Bagwell
Manor.
Reasonable.
Water,
sewer, and blacktop.
Contact
Howard
Brandon, 753-4389.
45.Farms For Sale
77 ACRE FARM. Call 7534414 or days 753-6191
IDEAL 80 ACRE farm for
sale by owner. Approximately 60 acres
tillable, road frontage,
priced less than $700 per
acre. Call David King,
753-8355.
BY OWNER mini farm on
large residential lot.
Three acres located 31,2
miles East of Murray on
the -Squire Workman
Road. Has water and is
in a restricted area. Call
753-8355.
'
46. Homes For Sale

NEW FOUR BEDROOM,
2"2 bath house. Has
formal dining room, also
breakfast room. Large
den with fireplace, and a
double garage. Call 7533903 to see this new
home.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick.
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
47 Motorcycles
1972 HONDA 350 runs
great, looks good. $450
Call 753-0189.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753•
2226!

FOR FREE ESTIMATES CALL: 492-8979

3

•

1973
CHEVROLET
CUSTOM -Deluxe
pickup, power, air, 350
automatic, in excellent
condition. Call 489-2289
after 6 p. m.
1968
BONNEVILLE
Brougham, $150. Cali
753-9675 after 4:30.

47. Motorcycles

49. Used Cars & Trucks

HONDA TRAIL 70. Newly 1973 RALLY SPORT
rebuilt engine. 1.00ks Camaro. Spoiler,
and runs good. $150. Call stripes, excellent
condition. $2600. See at
753-2263.
Washburns
Market,
Hardin or call 354-8272.
1975 HONDA XL250. with
helmets,
one
set
motocross tread, only 240 Z DATSUN, red with
940 miles. Call 753-9407.
white interior. Air
conditioner, 4 speed
transmission': Wheels..
1975 ELECTRIC
Low mileage $3.500. Can
bike. Ride all (1;:i for
I-527-1983.
pennies'. 'Charge
overnight. Ideal for 1966 WILDCAT - 4-door
commuting to town or to
with air. Call Gunner
classes. Priced to sell.
Nance at 7534300
Call 7534564.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA.
tires.AM-FM
radial
49 Used Cars & Trucks
stereo, cruise control.
$2650. Call 753-4445.
1972 CADILLAC Sedan De
Four door hardCHEVROLET
top, blue with white 1976
Caprice Classic, cruise
vinyl top. $2,595. Call
control, red with white
153-4445.
vinyl top. Price $4450.
Call 753-4445.
1975 MONTE CARLO
29,000 miles Call 753- 1968 CADILLAC 2 door
7975.
hard top. All power and
air, car is in real good
1972 PONTL%C, power,
condition. $800.00. Phone
air condition, price to
354-6217.
sell. $1300. Call 436-5829.
1968 CHEVY PICKUL 6
1968 BUICK Le Sabre. cyl. straight Shift, alith
tool box. Low miles in
Four door sedan. Good
good condition. $875.00.
condition. Has trailer
.Phone 354-6217_
hitch. Call 753-2923.
1963 CHEVY IMPALA.
Factors arr. automatic,
power steering, power
brakes. 283 engine. Good
trandependable
sportation. Call 489-2330.
CHEVY
INCH
14
WHEELS,tires, and hub
caps. Two extra good
tires. $60. 1969 Blue Olds
Cutlass, vinyl top, 350
motor, rocket wheels,
and air shocks. $850.
Call 1-527-7880.

1973 FOUR WHEEL drive
Cheyenne 10. Has long
wheel base. Power
steering, brakes and air.
Call after 4 p. m..486-

2206.
1970 MONTE CARLO.
$1275 ('all 753-9766.
1974 FIREBIRD, gold, 350
two barrel, 37,000 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
753-7853.
STATION WAGON - 1964
Mercury with air, 12,000
miles. Will have to see to
believe. You can buy
this everyday transportation for $725. Call
Bob Cook. Hazel, 4928165.
1968 FORD pickup, 30 V8, 3 speed, extra clean.
Call 436-2427.
1975 MERCURY Bobcat.
Four speed, 26,000
miles. Mag wheels.
$2300. Call 7534596 after
5 call 753-8992.

1971 CHEVELLE 350 SS.
Bronze with black
stripes. AM-FM radio.
$1100 or best offer. Call
492-8658.

1

CONVERTIBLE
1969
Pontiac, Custom S.
Automatic, 0. H. C.-6,
rare. WilL somebodi
take this turkey out of
my way for $700? Bob
Cook, Hazel, 492-8165.

"'411TH THE SHORTAGE OF EWE)R6Y,
WISH I COULD PLUG YOU N.1,

1969 DODGE DART
Custom. Slant six. $750.
Call 753-7699.

LAWRENCE & SON

Siding

1970 BUItK Skylark GS
455 automatic with
double power and Etr.
Has factory wheels and
AM-FM radio. Needs a
di grille. $850.00. Phone
354-6217.

SPACIOUS HOUSE
University.
adjoining
Excellent for rental; 1966 OLDS DELTA 88.
nursery or family. Call ° One owner. Good con753-9799.
dition. Call 753-1208.

For Sale or Lease
At
13th 8. Poplar

The Owners of AluAnam Service Co. have dissolved
partnership. Bobby Lawrence former half-owner has
now formed • partnership with his son. The name of
the new firm will be:

49.Used Cars & Trucks

BUSINESS PROPERTY.
Grocery store and
restaurant pombined.
New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment
renting for $135 per
month. Large lot with
room
trailer
for
parking, or store expansion. Also good Os
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
in very low 30's. Don't
miss this opportunity to
go in business for
yourself. Fulton Young
Realtiitio!le__753-7333,
--TiTrne74
-46.
LOTS- LOTS- LOTS
We still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at
$3,300. Some wooded lots
still 'available. Owner
will
finance
with
minimum
down
payment. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

1976 GRAND PRIX,
24,000 miles. $4,900 Call
753-9563.
CONMUSTANG
VERTIBLES. One 1966
automatic, one 1967
stick, priced right to
move fast. See Bob Cook
at Hazel, Ky. No phone
calls.
1975 RED CORVETTE,
350 automatic, T-top, all
power. AM-FM radio,
tilt telescopic wheel,
luggage rack. Phone
753-7408 or 753-5006 after
5
DUNE BUGGY. Call
after 3:00 p. in. 753-9407.
1971 FORD VAN,- rocket
v.- heels, swivel seats,
excellent condition. See
at 1308 Poplar or call
753-6781.
CHEVROLET
1964
pickup 283 engine,
standard shift. Call days
753-8116 ask for Mike,
night 753-4304.
1966 MUSTANG, black
with red -interior, 6
cylinder, standard
transmission. New
clutch and battery:4725.
Call 753-9228.

1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
automatic, good 'condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1969 STAICRAFT
camper for sale. Call
753-3798.
15 CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 7538300

White's
Camper.
Sales
Located 4 miles
east of Murray on
Highway
94
toward Ken-Lake.
Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - • Starcraft
Pop-ups.
Used campers all brands.
Owners and Operators
Ernest & Virginia White
Call 753-0605,

Call David King - 753-8355
MIMI

1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

51 Services Offered
DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
COLSON
ELECTRIC
AND Plumbing. Clent
Colson, licensed eleetrwiarr and licensed
master plumber. Almo.
Ky. 753-8549.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
Scents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interior or _
exterior, by thémi'or
job. Free estimate..
Phone 753-8343.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

GLASS REPAIR ant
replacement for homes autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
Building
5,
No.
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write,.Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Highway 641 North

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
-refrigeration,- heatingCall 474-8841.
9

PAINTING intdror and
exterior. Texture ceildig
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
--FENCE • SALES AT
SEARS now. - Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
_ Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

MARBLE
For the look of Tomorrow,
Put Marble in your Bathroom today.
You'll always be glad you did

Thornton Tile
And Marble
-Quality That Will Please"
753-5719
612 South 9th

MURRAY
MONTGOMERY
WARD
I
Catalog Agency
1

UPHOLSTERY
AND
wood refinishing
Kirksey
Furniture
Store, 489-2752.

SPEEDWAY GARAGE

NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
*hauling Call 763-4107.

,GUTTERING -.11,-V ,
SEARS, Sears seamlels FREE TWO EIGHT week
old puppieo. Male and
gutters installed per
female. Will make
your specifications. Call
lovable pets. Call 753Doug Taylor at 753-2310
9931.
for free estimates.

ELECTROLUX SA 11:S
and service. Call
Montgomery, 7534760,
day -or night.

CARPET CLEANING
1969 Z-28 Camaro. Foy ._..._e_xperienced,
.
very
èd32th7itom. Call
reasorrabag rates,
753-0689.
-references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
1973 MAZDA RX13. Two
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
Low
door hardtop
mileage,- Call 753-5577
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
1969 FORD GALA XIE 500
bills. Call Doug Thylor
station wagon, full
at 753-2310 for free
power, runs good. Looks
good. $725. Call 753-6505. estimates.

MOBILE HOME underpinning and leveling..
Call Charley, 492-83M.
• .#
AVAILABLE in this area
home
builders
providing_ 100 per cent
financing, no money
down on your new home.
Call 354-8301 for further
information.

54 Free Column

SHINGLE roofing. Builtup roofing. Jackie
Youngblood, New
Concord, Ky. 436-2712.
WILL TYPE pedigrees on
your AKC registered
puppies from pedigrees
on your sire and dam,.
Very reasonable prices
Call 1-527-9700.

51 Services Offered

LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas in- 'QUALITY
TRiE
stallation
will
do
SERVICE. Expert tree
plumbing, heating and
service on top jobs and
sewer cleaning. Call 753take down. Pruner work
7203.
and dead wooding. Call
753-6256.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked hnd graded. Free
DOZER. LOADER,
estimates. Call Clifford
backhoe work, Grading,
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
hauling, and bushp. iii
hogging.
Free
estimates. Call 436-2.382.
KEMNORMAN
MERZELL Service and
repair. Plumbing - LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efElectric, Heating ficient service. NO job
Cooling. Electric
too small. Call Ernest
sewerooter. Call 436White, 753-0605.
2490.

51. Services Offered

i FOR SALE
I

i

I

'Serving America for 100 N ears

Here is an exciting opportunity' to /

'be your own boss and share in i
1 thegrowth of our business in this V
area.

/
Opportunits for an aggressiye man woman
husband-wife team in a full time Fran( h,ise
I or
Catalog Store in 'Yttirrar. K.
s Here is an opportunit., to own sour own business with a I
I chanco earn a substantial sear around income a a full time authorited wpresentatise
/
in return for a future in your own business.

753-8521
Now under nowloorrogement -----

Zoned B-2; Ideal for any Professional Medical
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft of usable space, newly redecorated.

3031:1

Complete auto repair, tune-ups, heavy truck
repair, road service, truck tires, truck washing
and steaming. Night phone - 753-0370 or 489-2787.

--Contact Store Owner, I
Murray
753-1966
.

A .
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Students Are Conducting
Crusade During Vacation

(IL

Funerals
Mrs. Carter Dies
Thursday Morning
Services for Mrs. Elmer
Carter, 87, Princeton Rt. 3,
will be held today at two p.m.
at Morgan Funeral Chapel,
Princeton, with the Rev. Gene
Lovell officiating.
Burial will follow in Princeton Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Carter died Thursday
at 12-.50 a.m. -at Caldwell
County Hospital. She was a
A member of Ogden Memorial
United Methodist Church,
Princeton.
Surviving are a daught4
Mrs. Charles Bray, Caldwell
County; a stepson, Lynear
Carter, Murray; a brother,
James A. Eskew, Fulton;
eight grandchildren and four
great grandchildren.

Hazel Church
Plans Study
The Hazel Baptist Church
will conduct a Bible conference on the book of Romans
from March 13 to 15 with the
study to be taught by Dr. H. C.
Chiles, pastor emeritus of the
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Dr. Chiles is presently on
the faculty of Boyce Bible
School Of Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in
Louisville. He is a past
president of the General
Association of Baptists in
Kentucky now the Kentucky
Baptist Convention) and is
writer of the notes on the
Sunday School lesson in the
Western Record, the Baptist
other
Herald,
and
publications.
Dr. Chiles will be speaking
at 11:00 a. m. and at 6:00 and
7:00 p. m. Sunday..A;Act at 7:00
p.m. on Monday and Tucsday.
The pastor, James T.
Garland,and the Hazel church
extend an invitation , to
everyone to attend.

University Christian Student Center students leaving today for a Bible Crusade at
Salyersville are, left to right, back row, Tim Johnson, Gena Cleaver, Cecelia Sims,
Ginger Dunman, Mirriam Hendon, Cindy Bailey, Kathy Miller, middle row, Drew
McGukin, Barbara Borgotrom, Gary Potts, Ruth Ann Mofield, front row, Kenneth
Hoover, Wayne Williams, and Steve Cochrum,Not pictured are Mrs. Kenneth Hoover,
,Randy Steger, and Kenny Hoover.
Photo by Donna Rogers

Agency West To
Meet March 18-19

Rev. Walker To
Speak Sunday,
Baptist Church

Kentucky's Health System
The public is encouraged to
Agency West will hold its attend all business sessions of
regular bi-monthly meeting the Kentucky Health System
The Rev. Richard Walker,
March 18 and 19, at Kentucky Agency West.
Southern Baptist missionary
Dam Village. Unlike many
at Manaus, Brazil, South
other state agencies, meetings
America, and former minister
of the Kentucky Health
of the First Baptist Church,
System Agency West are
will be the guest speaker at
rotated around the state to
the seven p. m. services on
make locations more conFive students and a former Sunday, March 13, at the
venient for public parstudent affiliated with the church.
ticipation.
Rev. Walker, his wife, Bea,
Murray State University
Kentucky Health System
chapter of the Distributive and sons, Winston and Boyd,
Agency West is responsible for
Education Clubs of America will be guests at the services.
health planning in the 49
(DECA) are grading and Rev. Walker served as pastor
westernmost counties of
judging contests during the of the First Church from 1972Kentucky. During the March
State Career Development 75 before returning to Manaus
session an update will be
Conference of DECA in for his mission work there.
made on the state health plan
Also at the Sunday evening
Louisville March 10-11-12.
now under preparation. AdRepresenting the collegiate services a special program of
ditionally, 5 local health
DECA chapter'will be: Ted spirituals will be conducted by
related projects will be
Hayden, South Fulton, Tenn., the Adult Choir with Gus
reviewed during this session.
freshman,. the president; Robertson, Jr., and Mrs.
Judge Mike Miller of
Mary Bonner, Murray Route 5 Hillard Rogers as soloists and
Marshall County will welcome
freshman; Tonia McCallon, the Mixed Quartet. The choir
guests. Calloway County
Murray Route 1 freshman; is directed by Mrs. Joan
Judge Robert 0. Miller,
Nancy Hopper, Central City Bowker.
Chairman of Kentucky Health
The church pastor, the Rev.
graduate student; and Dennis
System Agency West will Hite, Waverly . Route 1 Dr. Bill Whittaker, will speak
preside over the 2 day graduate student.
-on the subject, -Why God9"at
business session.
Don Darden, formerly of the 10:45 a.m. services on
Murray Route 1 and a mid- Sunday. His scripture will be
The Rev. Stephen Davengraduate of Murray State from Matthew 27:45-50.
year
port, vicar of St. John's
Assisting in the services on
who is now teaching at
Episcopal Church, will conPaducah Community College, Sunday will be Bobby Henry,
duct the celebration of Holy
will also be in the group G. T. Moody, Gus Robertson,
Communion at the church on
working during the con- Jr., and Lloyd Jacks.. The
Sunday, March 13, at 9:45 a.
singing will be led by Bro.
ference.
m. The church is located at
Robertson with Mrs. BOUker
students
school
High
Main and Broach Streets.
representing 14 regions in as organist and Mrs.. G. M.
Mike S
)
fiore. will serve as
Knight as 14anis.L, .
The Rev. Dr. Paul T. Lyles, Kentucky will be competing in
acolyte. Ushers will be Ben
Special muste'liiill be by the
distributive education conFirst
of
the
minister
former
Armstrong, Charles Tolley,
Adult Choir and a Vocal Duet.
collegiate
Kentucky
tests.
will
Church,
Methodist
United
and John Whitmer
Taking the offering on
chapters of DECA will be
and be the guest speaker at the
School
- Church
involved in grading and Sunday will be J. D. Rayburn,
13,
March
Sunday,
services
on
congregational meeting will
Lloyd Jacks, Jackie Burkeen,
at seven p. m. at the church. judging and will also hold
be held at eleven a. m.
David Parker, Ben HoganDr. Lyles is now retired and meetings during the concamp,
Bobby Henry, and
ference.Tn.
He
Memphis,
residing in
Louis
Kerlick.
served the Murray church for
Volunteer nursery workers
eight years as minister during
will
be Mesdames Don
which time overall plans were
Blalock, Raymond Clark, Max
made for the present church
Beale, Bobby McDowell,
plant plus one additional
Durwood Beatty, and Joe
The Robertson School PTA building that some day will be
..'Rexroat, Misses Lynne
will meet Monday, March 14, constructed. The educational
Beatty, Carol Sears, and 'Carol
at 7:00 p. m. at the school.
building was completed and
The Seventh and Poplar Beaman, and Mr. and Mrs.
Appearing on the program the educational program was
will hear Bro. Billy Brandon.
will be the fourth grade enlarged during his ministry. Church of Christ
''John Dale speak at the worChorus.
At the morning services at a.m.,
Among business items will 10:50 a. m. Sunday the church )hip services at 8:30
and six p.m. on
be election of officers for the pastor, the Rev. Dr. James A. 10:40 a.m.,
Sunday, March 13.
- 1977-78 school year.
Fisher, Sr., will speak on the
At the morning services
subject, "The Light That Bro. Dale will speak on the
Robertson School PTA
Shines" with scripture from I subject, "Specifically
Corinthians 10:1-13 and Luke Speaking" with scripture
Plans Monday Meeting
13:1-9.
"Moses, Egyptians, and
from Matthew 28:18-20 to be
,The Chancel Choir, directed read by Jim Payne at 8:30 and Israelites" will be illustrated
Two more calls were an- by Dr. Joe Prince with Marie
by color slides from the recent
swered by the Calloway Taylor as organist. 'will sing - Bobby Johnson at 10:40 a.m.
tour by the Rev. Jerrell White
the
direct
Jones
will
Alan
Unit
on
County Fire-Rescue
the anthem, "Jesus Thou Art song
Tommy of Egypt, Jordan, and Israel
service,
Thursday, according to a unit Standing."
Carraway will make an- at the seven p.m. services on
spokesman.
ChurchSchool will be at 9:45 nouncements, and Gene Sunday, March 13, at the
Minor damage was reported a. m.
Mitchell Memorial Baptist Church.
and
Karraker
to a, shed owned by Marvin
The youth groups will meet Mowery will lead in prayers at..
Rev. White invites the
from
Garland that caught fire
Sunday at 5:30 p. m. for the early service. At 10:40 public to attend and for
a burning brush pile. Another supper followed by
Earl Nanny will make an- transportation call the, bus
field fire was fought by the meetings at six p. separati—
m. The nouncements, Jerry Bolls will drivers, Jim Wynn and Randy
unit near the intersection of Youth Choir will meet at 4:30
direct the song service, and Grogan, 753-5750 or 753-9710.
Highways 280 and 614.
p. m. Sunday.
Special music will be
Ewin Dick and Leon Adams
presented at the evening
will lead in prayers.
"As I Have Loved You" will service prior to the message
1975 Mercury Bobcat Wagon —Extra n4e,low mileage,
be
the evening topic with Mike by Rev. White.
AM-FM, Air, Power, Automatic, Local Car.
The church pastor, Rev.
Gough to read the scripture
John 13:34, 35 Prayers White, will speak on the
from
1976 Gremlin — Clean, Low Mileage, Automatic, Local
will be led by Orien Smith and subject, "Moses'Excuses And
Car.
Yours" with scripture from
Gene Roberts._
Presiding for The Lord's Exodus 3-4 at the 10:50 a.m.
1973 Ford Maverick — Extra Clean, Automatic, Air,
Supper on Sunday will be services on Sunday. Coffield
Power Steering, New Tires, Low Mileage, Locke] Car.
Steve Steele, Joe Thornton, Vance, deacon of the week,
Paul Kelly, and Bob Miller, will assist in the services.
1972 Datsun 2402 — 4 Speed With Air.
The Sanctuary Choir,
Melinda Johnson will be the
-br the 14,erel4toti
teen nursery helperlf— --••••••••'r-direeted,
Gary Potts, Gene Jones, Hampton with Margaret
1976 Ford F250 — Good Clean Local Truck W th
Jamie Potts, and Mike Lyons Wilkins_ as Organist - Snd
Auttsinatic,Power Steering and Power Brakes.
will serve on the Extension Dianne Dixon ds pianist, will
Lots .Of Other New & Used Cars And
sing the selection, "His Gentle
Department.
held
at
Bible
study
will
be
Trucks
New hymnals for the church
9:45 a.m. Sunday. Deacons of
the church are Gene Mc- are being acquired this month
Dougal, Earl Nanny, Lenith by individuals giving a book in
Rogers, Edgar Rowland, honor or in memory of a loved
URN!
Dodge
Harry Russell, John 'Steele, one, church officials said.
Church Teaching will be at
Jim Wilson, and Ottis
PlymouthDodge Trucks
Valentine. The Elders are J. 9:40 a.m. with Elbert
H. Walston, C. H. Thurmond, Thomason as director, and
Truman E.(Gene) Jones, and 'Church Training will be at
753-0832
810 Sycamore
James Thurmond, treasurer. seven p.m. Sunday.

Local Students
At Conference

Episcopal Church

Plans Communion

Dr. Lyles Will
Speak Sunday,
First Church

Fire-Rescue Unit

Bro. John Dale To
Speak Sunday At
Church Of Christ

Called Out Twice

Special Service To
Be Held Sunday,
Memorial Church

I

Jim Fain
Motors

By Wayne W. Williams
During the spring vacation
at Murray State University
many of the students will
descend upon the state of
Florida, others will be at their
homes or at part-time jobs.
A group of sixteen students
at the University Christian
Student Center, 1403 Olive
Blvd., will be using their
viieatirin time to help other
people. This group will'work
with the Salyersville (Ky.)
Church of Christ from March
12 to March 17.
"We plan for our work to be
for the good of the community
and reflect glory to the God of
heaven," suggested Steve
Cochrum, one of the student
leaders. The students will be
teaching lessons based on
biblical principles during the
day and participating in a
gospel revival in the evening.
The preacher for the revival
will be Kenneth Hoover,
minister at the University
Church of Christ..7—
,
The students from the
University Christian Student
Center working on this
campaign include: Ruth Ann
Mofield, Benton; Cecelia
Sims, Elkton; Cindy Bailey,
Murray; Gena Cleaver, Almo;
Ginger Dunman, Louisville;
Kenny Hoover, Murray;
Kathy Miller, Milledgville,
Georgia; Mirriam Hendon,
Murray; Barbara Borgotrom,
Princeton; Drew McGukin,
Murray; Steve Cochrum,
Mayfield; Tim Johnston and
Randy Steger, Reidland; and
Gary Potts, Kirksey. Expenses for the campaign were
supplied for most of the
students by their home church

Church Of Christ
Plans Services
Guest speaker at the
University Church of Christ on
Sunday will be R. B. Barton
while the minister, Kenneth
Hoover, is in Salyersville with
the youth for the Bible
Crusade. •
Services will be at 10:30
a.m. and six p.m. with Ernie
Bailey as the song director,
and David Fitts to read the
scripture. Prayers at the
morning service will be led by
Clarke Goslee, Sherrill
Gargus, and Tornmye Taylor.
Bible Classes will be at 9:30
a.m. Sunday.
.
Nursery w,orkers will be
Glenda Newsome, Kay Ray,DeeDee McGukin, Cindy
Chrisman, Shirley Dunn, and
Teresa Ford.

plus the University Church of
Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Hoover and Wayne Williams
of the University Church of
Christ will accompany the
group."This is the fifth Spring
break we have taken groups to
Salyersville for such Bible
crusades and Tom Behel, the
local preacher, always has
plenty of work scheduled for
us.
"Since 1967 we have had
student campaigns to Versailles, Ky., Stanton, Ky.,
Athens, Ohio, Clemson, South
Carolina, Winchester, In-'
diana, Fulton, Hickman and
Eddyiille, Kentucky. While
the students are engaged in
academic study we hope to
teach them to love their fellow'
Cmraeanataonrfdib::piotyflasineredvice toth
Williams
one of the., elders at the
University Church. Williams
Murray State University in
the Department of Instruction
and Learning.

Dr. David C. Roos
Speaker For First
Christian Church
"Maintaining The Tension!" will be the subject of
the sermon by, the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos, minister of the
First Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ) at the
10:45 a.m.services on- Sunday;
March 13, at the church
located on North Fifth Street
at Walnut Street.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with Jane
Prince as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Lamb of God"
by Christiansen.
Leah Hart will be worship
leader with Alison Marshall
and Julie Pricer as candle
lighters and Mrs. H. B. Bailey,
Sr., and Kermit Halstead as
greeters.
Elders serving will be Dr. A.
H. Titsworth and Lyle Underwood. Ji,m .crolton, Dr.
Ron Cella,. Hobert Hopkins,
Don McCord, and Lenvel
Yates will serve as deacons.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Youth Choir practice will be
at five p.m. Sunday followed ,
by supper at 5:30 p.m. and
meetings of Christian's, Incorporated and God Squad at
six p.m.
The elders will meet at 6:30
p.m. Sunday followed' by
church board meeting at
seven p.m. in the church
library.

Crossword Puzzler
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vs/ON'T EVEN OPEN ITSO MAD
AT HER

Clent Colson
For Magistrate of First
District of Calloway
County in May Primary
One of our great Presidents, Abraham Lincoln, once said, "If our American Society and
the United States are demoralized and overthrown,it will come from the voracious desire
for office, this wiggle to live without toil, -4
labor, and work." I am not of the capacity to
argue with the likes of Abraham Lincoln, but I
can say with certainty that I am not seeking
office out of any unwillingness to work.
I am humble Clent Colson from Almo, Kentucky and I would like to take this opportunity
to announce my candidacy for First District
Magistrate of Calloway .County in the upcoming May Primary.
--fir order to familiarize you with my
qualifications, I would like to tell you about
some of my experiences. '1 was in the. U.S.
Naval Construction Battalions for eight and
one half years. I am a Vietnam War veteran
and a member of The American Legion Post
73 at Murray. While in the armed services, I
was awarded two Good Conduct Medals and
some other decorations. Upon being
Honorably Discharged, I was a First Class Electrician. I attended Murray State University for
one year and am a graduate of the National
Technical School at.Los Angeles, California.
Also, I am a graduate of the U. S. Naval
School for Electricians at Great Lakes, Illinois.
My family and I are active members in the
Humane Society of Calloway County. Being
the sub-rural carrier at Aim°, Kentucky, I am a
member of The Association of Rural Letter
Carriers of America. I am also a member of
The Master Plumbers Association of Kentucky. My wife, Joan, and I attend the First
Baptist Church.
04' I will be 38 years old in June and for the past
nine years I have been in the Electric and
Plumbing business at Almo, and have been
active in the building trades in Calloway and
surrounding counties practically every day of
that time. I am a Licensed Electrician and
Licensed Master Plumber(Kentucky).
As Magistrate, I would be a member of the
County Fiscal Court that oversees the county
budget. Last year the total budget for all the
various county agencies came to well over 35
million dollars. This year it is sure to be more.
I cannot help but think that you want a sensible, fairly well educated, responsive person
to help oversee this tax money. Also, one of
my primary concerns would be for better
county roads and bridgesior the First District.
I won't, however, insult your intelligence by
making a bunch of exaggerated promises,
concerning the preceding sentence, to get
elected. In any event, I will see that the First
District gets its fair share.
The people of Calloway County and
especially the First Magisterial District have
been good to my family and me and I would
like to take this opportunity to thank you. I
like to think of you that I know personally and
those of you that I have worked for that we
have enjoyed a long and mutually beneficial
relationship. I am now asking for your support
in serving you in another capacity. I hope to
see all of you personally before election time.
If elected, I will do my very best for you. My
name will be on the ballot at the following
precincts; Murray No. One and Five, Dexter,
Faxon and Almo.
Also, if I am elected, I pledge to donate a
sizable portion of my salary to the Humane
Society of Calloway County.
In conclusion, I want to urge you, my fellow
Calloway Countians, to take an interest in the
election on May 24, and support the candidate of your choice for all the different offices. If your better judgement tells you not to
support me, then I sincerely urge you to vote
for one of my opponents, because I'm sure
there will be some fine people in the race.

Thank you very much,
Clent Earl Colson
This od paid for by the candidate

